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EDITORIAL

Teach us to care and not to care.
-T. S. Eliot.

OUR United States was founded on lofty prin
ciples and seemingly unrealistic dreams of men
who foresaw beyond their era. Our national fathers
fought not only for individual rights, but for the
right to be individuals. Today individualism is more
often than not considered a stigma. Twentieth cen
tury Americans desire the security of mediocrity more

vehemently than they cherish their dreams and aspira
tions. The personal ideal has become the little nook;
the way, the six lane freeway. Individualism is appar
ently no longer an American virtue. This would per
haps not be so tragic, if creativity and talent were not
the price paid for conformity.
The pseudo-nonconformists of our North Beach
and Sausalito push their rugged code of nonconform
ity as a kind of renaissance of the individual. But this

reaction has perhaps given birth to more litters than
individuals. The fact is that the majority of these

reformers attach themselves so firmly to the reality of
earth that they seldom rise above the ground. There

is little evidence, as yet, that the Sausalito-North

Beach way will produce any general resurrection of
marked creativity and talent—still, their reactions,
at least, are an attempt to stem the tide of gray
mediocrity.

Certainly, the average and the practical are basic
elements of a stable society but, if greatness is forced
to remain within these narrow limits there can only

emerge a stifled national ideology. A true democ
racy should thrive on individual initiative. Today,

however, fringe benefits, old age pensions and health
plans tempt timid men to sacrifice their abilities as a
costly homage to security. Packaged dreams and
instant ideals are the tokens. Among the younger set,
personal values and integrity are often subordinated

to interests of belonging—to being "of the crowd."
Why? What has happened to the American way?
Has televison's mass brainwashing so conditioned
man that he unthinkingly accepts the popular norm,
the commonplace dream of the secure life? Has the
American in his new found standard of high living
become soft in mind as well as body? What exercise or

stimulant or discipline can induce the American to
regain the personal dynamics that is his heritage?
A partial answer is to be found in the small inde
pendent liberal arts college whose primary concern
is the education of the individual. In a liberal arts

college such as our own the individual is taught to
10

wrestle with ideas, is trained not so much to retain

facts as to reason, to weigh values, to form judgments
pertinent to the individual's ideals and ultimate end.
Because education goes on somewhat apart from the
world—off the beaten track as it tvere—there is oppor
tunity for an individual point of view, for apprecia
tion of the idiosyncratic. We know that Plato advo
cated a temporary withdrawal as an aid to education;
Moses retreated to Mount Sinai in order to find

Truth. John the Baptist tvent into the desert to train
himself for his life work. Christ tvithdrew for forty

days before beginning his active ministry. Each year
the Church strengthens herself through her Lenten

exercises. So the college student too should, perhaps,
draw apart from the world if he would come to the
truth—not, however, for forty days but for four years.
The academic life, as we see it, is a withdrawal, a

retreat, a time of comparative peace in which we take
stock of overselves and our capabilities; it is a time of
mental exercise in which through the give and take
of ideas our minds are stripped of misconceptions and
bigotry and at the same time strengthened by the
discipline of logic and philosophy. In a sense college
is even desert-like in so far as the broad horizons of the

unlimited are found in literature, history, art, and

music. Through the liberal arts a panorama of civili
zations challenge the mind to compare,to contrast and
II

to decide. The heat of theology and ethics bakes the
warps from our individual values, enabling us to put

them more efficiently into practice. Thus mentally
chastised, nourished, strengthened and exercised, we
are able to see ourselves and the world in perspective.
And training in such special fields as science, mathe
matics, sociology, education, and foreign languages
prepare us to take ultimately a useful part in the
world.

So these four years at The Dominican College of
San Rafael we have been trained as individuals to

evaluate our ideals, to consider our judgments and to

develop our capacities. Our personal individuality has
been fostered by our faculty, who, because of the
limited size of the college are able to know and help
each student realize her particular capacities. A per
spective toward the great and the ordinary has been

obtained. The ordinary is valued as the substance of
life, but individual talent, the unique gift, if found is
tended, cherished and nurtured. After having been

made to judge our values and test them against those
held by great men and cultures of the past and by
great men of our own day, we are challenged to dare
to dream; to hold the convictions based on our

Catholic philosophy, to live by our own values:
spiritual, moral, and social; to keep our individual
integrity in the midst of the world.
12
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JOANNE AIRONE

F IN BEING herself, Joanne possesses similarities
in common with the majority, it is pure coinci
dence. She never compromises in order to conform,
but thinks for herself, grips her beliefs with determi
nation, and strides along with lighthearted confidence
in her worth.

A background participant in group projects, Jo
anne gives wholly of herself only to her closest friends.
She is intelligence dashed with creativity, optimism
with a slight frown, and reliability to the end. People
rather than things or situations, are most likely to
ripple her natural calm. The most intense pressure
leaves her outwardly unmoved whereas the mere
thought of Ha-tvaii throws her into a hula. Except
when she's in bed.

Joanne stands as North America's prime advertise
ment for South America's national pastime. A con
stant object of amusement and envy to her friends is
her flair for sleep. That people are talking around her
or sitting on top of her; that the lights, radio, or
phonograph, or all three, are blaring; that someone
is typing in her ear; or that she has a three-unit final
the next day are hindrances momentarily—obstacles

^ never. Joanne only hopes that her desire to infiltrate
the literary world with an Airone endeavor will be as
easy to accomplish.
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I.LA I RKIE ANGKL
San I'rancisco, California
major: art
minor: music

One Man Art Show, San Marco,'58

Art Clul). T)!). "57. '58
I'residenl. "58

LEATRICE ANGEL

ACAMPUS tourist looking for a typical offbeat
artist would relish a meetinef with Leatrice. For
all outward appearances, she is strictly North Beach
in sandals and paint-bespattered trenchcoat. But this

pint-sized delinquent from convention ^oes a lot
deeper than that. A leisurely straggle and distracted
look in her eye bear no evidence of Lea's stirring
vitality. Her quick wit, cynical toward dislikes, can
be overwhelmingly blunt or so subtle that it over
shoots most heads.

Important duties are forgotten as Lea finds herself
cauftht up in the esoteric magic of a pebble or dry
branch of a tree. Yet no dreamer she! Lea is simply
aware and appreciative of the beauty of her surroundines. and eives them rebirth in her paintines. But she

abhors aesthetic people—and purity Janes! She can
never get rules straight in her mind, refuses to own a
clock, and is unintentionally oblivious to appoint
ments. One eveninsf as she sat in the Ano^elico audi

ence for Sister Patrick's feast day proojam, she sud
denly realized—not without help—that she belonged

in the orchestra assembling before her. With an
amused smile and a disgusted "Succotash!" at the in

convenience of it all. Lea casually made her way to
the front of the auditorium, doffed cap and gown,
collected a violin, and with that well-known glint in

her eye, stepped on stage and slipped conspicuously
into place.

LINDA ANTONGIOVANNI

INDA is the most integrated of persons, and yet

E there is about her a kind of dichotomy. There is,
on one hand, the completely organized impersonal
executive and, on the other, our casual friendly class
mate with the happy sense of humor.

Linda has a fine sensitivity for people—singly and
en masse—and what appears to be a natural knack for
managing precarious situations. She is never one to
be content with the minimum: her enthusiasms al

ways suggest more for her to do for others than her

responsibilities demand.She accomplishes much well.
And yet with all the demands upon her—academic,
social, and executive—she manages through depth of
character and a natural charm of manner to shed a
kind of luster on all she does.

Out of the spot light, Linda keeps her sensitivities:
she is thoughtful and generous and adaptable. She is
never adverse to trying a new restaurant, a new diet,
or a new card game. Her friends are many; her in
terests broad. A music major, she likes all music,

popular as well as classical. She plays both the piano
and the organ well; but, it is perhaps symbolic that
her favorite courses have been "The Trumpet" and
"Conducting."

l.INDA RAK AM ()N(.IO\'ANM
Bakcrsficld. California
major: Mi'sic
minor; msioRY

(iamnia Sij^nia

Class Presitlent. '5l>

Student Bodv President. *59
Kxecutive Board. '57. *58. *59
Student Affairs Board, *59
Preshman Advisor, "58
Student Bodv Secreiarv. '57

Italian Chd) \'ice-Presidcnt, '57

(.ariUou Business Manager. '57
Madrigal, '57, '58, '59
Italian Club. "50, "57, '58."59
Music Club. '58. 57. "58. '59
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PATRICIA ANNE BELVAIL
Carmel, California
ma jor: kuucation
minor: hioi.ogy

firehrand Business Staff, 59

Science Club, '50

Social Sen icc, '57

Foreign Students Club,'50, '57. *58

PATRICIA BELVAIL

A WELL-OILED hunting knife lying on top of
The Poetry of Dylan Thomas, a drawing pad
filled with sketches of streptococci, and a radio blaring
rock and roll is no extraordinary picture of the com
ponents of Pat's room. It accurately mirrors her dis
tinctive versatility.

As complex as she is versatile, Patricia draws a bold
line between the people close to her and mere ac
quaintances. Opinions are forcefully presented only
when she feels that the sincerity of the listener equals
her own. Hours of sleeplessness are unselfishly de
voted to finding a solution to someone's troubles, and
the reliance which friends place on her serves to com
pliment her clear thinking.
Pat's strong independence is typified by her ambi
tion to become an officer in the Marine Corps. Vivid
midnight tales of adventures in the training school at
Quantico give a glimmer of one of the myriad planes
of her experience. Spontaneous laughter and a knack
for finding humor in the ordinary are gifts Pat freely
shares with close friends while everyone else must

probe under the guise of the sardonic gibes she heaps
upon herself as abundantly as she bestows them on
others. Bluntness plus positive integrity at times set
her apart from classmates who fail to recognize her
sensitivity. Yet the heterogeneous group who claim
her loyalty benefit by the real depth and warmth of
their generous friend.

MARGARET BOWLER

N EARNEST and diligent student, Peggy carries

A'a staggering scholastic work load with numerous
extra-curricular activities thrown in for good meas
ure. Not a normal procedure for even the average

American college girl, this is no mean feat, especially
for a student thousands of miles from home and

family, and confronted daily with the challenge of
adjustment to U. 8. ways. Yet she has carried these
years off with remarkable success.

An acute sense of justice sets the tone for Peggy's
actions. She is a tactful mediator in the difficult situa

tions most people like to avoid. Her thoughtfulness
and generosity greatly exceed scale. A box of gifts

from her family is quickly dispersed throughout the
house, with everyone on the receiving end but the one
for whom the presents were intended! Her charity is
unpretentious. Classmates' clothes just out of the

dryer are beautifully ironed and piled high in the
laundry room for the owner to pick up; it makes no
difference to Peggy whether the owner knows that she
has ironed them or not. Or she thinks nothing of

climbing out of a warm bed late at night to type a
paper for someone in need.

Because Peggy is quiet and sticks close to her
studies, many of us are unaware of her flexible person

ality. A delightful surprise was the night she joined a
group for jazzy music and pretzels at an offbeat hide
away where she blended into the atmosphere with the
zest of an old-timer!
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BETTY J0VC:E C:EM ONI
Livcrmorc, California
major: i:DUc;Ario\
minor: i Noi.isn

(lamina Sigma

Spanish Club President, '5

Excciilivc Board, '59
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Cdass Representative, *59

Spanish C>lub, 'oh. '57. '58

Student Affairs Board, '58
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BETTY CENTONI

Betty has a knack for snatching order out of im
pending chaos. Out of the Fibber McGee closet
which is her room, from a desk buried under a load

of lesson plans, English texts, photographs and let
ters, countless"A" term papers have emerged. In such
catastrophies as the Spanish Club falling apart at the
scams, or a troubled friend appearing with an insm-mountable problem, Betty's adept hand swiftly re
pairs damage and restores peace.
Her friends delight in Betty's poker faced witti
cisms, uttered without restraint, regardless of the pro
priety of time or place. Her subdued but quite audi
ble tongue-in-cheek remarks—made as her room-mate

poses a serious question to a serious professor—are
notorious. There is the bedtime Betty, too, with her

ageless cotton scarf wrapped around a bobby-pinned
head. Aunt Jemima style, the ends drooping around
her face like rabbit ears which have lost their starch.

A sentimentalist at heart, she hates to say good-bye:
the song "Dancing on the Ceiling" moves her to wist
ful contemplation of the day the army will be just
another branch of the service, Germany will be just
another spot on the map, and Ron will put that ring
on her finger! Because Betty is simply Betty—sincere,
unaffected, and demanding only in so far as she ex
pects the same from others—she is respected and held
in warm affection by her classmates.

LYNNE CLEROU

YNNE offers her heart to the world. She would give

c everything she has if she thought it would help

someone; and a bright spirit accompanies her many
pursuits, most of which are way beyond the call of

duty! Yet she can become highly excitable when up
sets occur in her course of activity; and in her deep
concern for humanity, she is easily bruised.

Her special love of small children is exemplified in
summers of camp-counseling and the newly-found

satisfaction of student-teaching. Lynne's only com
plaint since the fall term ended has been that no"*v

there s not enough to keep her busy. A pleasant pas
sage of time is found in her art courses. Impressive

mosaics are her specialty. She also demonstrates her
artistic skill in the precious cards she makes for friends
on their birthdays and for Irish classmates on St. Pat

rick s Day. Or she buys gifts for people for no reason
other than that she thinks it is something the person
might like.

Lynne s car provides her biggest headache. Since
the day she bought it, it has fallen apart with the ut
most regularity, and always at the moment of gi^eatest

inconvenience; in the middle of the Bay Bridge, along

Bayshore freeway, or at a congested San Rafael inter

section. But if the car gets her to Bakersfield—the only

place in the world as far as Lynne's concerned—she
refuses to complain.

AW LVWK CI.KROr
Hakci-sfickl, Cialifornia
m ajor: mm ( A I ion
minor: ARr

I ransfcrrt'd from Rakcrsfickl College. 'oS
Social Committee, 'all
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NINA MARGARE r C;ONCANNON
I.ivennore, California
major: I \ri.v cmi.Dnooi) kduca iion
minor: KNfii.isn

W.A.A. Vicc-Prcsident. '58
W.A.A. Board. '58

Music Club, '50, '57, '58
Cl.S.T.A., '58. *59

NINA CONCANNON

Nina is an adult. Mature plans and decisions are
confidently made and carried out with regard
both to her present and future life. She is critical and
evaluating with an objective and open mind. But
she is not easily swayed. Emotion, group opinion, or

shaky reasoning have no place in the formation of
her convictions and motivations.

An atmosphere of well-being surrounds Nina. She
is usually happy and smiling, but something very
special happens to her when she is seated before a
piano. Her natural talent and love of music has for

four years been a class asset. She can play any request
with delightful improvisations, but pop classics are
her particular bent. Every class party inevitably ends
up encircling Nina, the baby grand, and everything

from "It's Only a Shanty" to our particular favorite,
"Shall We Dance?"

A picnic or day at the beach are favorite activities;
yet Nina is terrified of snakes and one of the horrors
of her life was the time a mouse was loose for days in

Pennafort! Thus her usual poise is occasionally aban
doned. If St. Mary's held a contest to find their wildest

and most staunch supporter, Nina would win, hands
down. For that matter, she puts her heart into every
thing—from wine tasting in the home vineyards to
leading group meetings. Nina can even be enthusias
tic about what has to be done!

HELEN CONDON

HE GIRL studying under a clump of campus

t;trees or in the gardens surrounding her home is
undoubtedly Helen. She hnds unlimited pleasure in
the distractions of the outdoors, although they often

impede the study for an impending exam. Familiar
gatherings bring out the intense personality and firm
opinions which lie within her quiescent nature. In
spite of the mildness of her usual demeanor, once she
makes up her mind about something, she will not be
buffaloed!

Hampered by a lack of self-confidence, Helen can
not readily exercise her desire to meet new people. A
job at a movie theater, however, gives some vent to
this desire, and in the official position of usherette,she

enjoys categorizing personalities and developing busi
nesslike friendships with the regular customers. The
benefits are twofold: she sees every movie—gratis!
Helen's history major has turned out to be a bone
of contention. A profound interest in people and life
has carried over into her college studies, influencing
particular pursuit through the annals of man. Yet this
dedication has lent to the confusion of the practicalminded who wonder what in the world she can do

with such knowledge once her school days are over.
This is the least of Helen's worries. Her next endeavor

is clearly cut: she wants to speak Spanish as fluently as
if she had just gotten off the boat.

HKI.KN LORK r i A CONDON
Sail Ansclino. Calilornia

ma jor: history
minor: sp wish

I ransfcrrcd from Marin Junior College. '">8
I.R.C.. "59
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CATHERINK VIRGINIA G.RIVELI.O

Monterey, California
major: kducation
minor: ENGLISH

Transferred from Monterey Peninsula College, '58
Class Treasurer, '59

C.S.T.A., '58. '59
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CATHERINE CRIVELLO

That Catherine is the product of a close and
happy family is obvious. She rides on a wave of
optimism and good-naturedness. Letters from her
fourth-grade sister are brought to our attention with
eagerness, and she brags endlessly about her brother
making his high school football team. Her warm
qualities carry over into all her activities. Her friends
profit especially and find in her great loyalty.

She is rarely impetuous. She carefully weighs all
possible actions, and only when caught off guard does
she find herself at a loss. Though usually well-pre
pared for class, Cathy is swept with panic when a pro
fessor's question, requiring an answer of depth and
detail, is directed to her. Circumstances wherein she

might be asked the motive behind a certain literary
character's action provoke such casually succinct re

plies as, "Well, Troilus was in love with Criseyde—
and all that."

Her whole attention and best effort are given to

any task Cathy pursues, no matter how unpleasant.
Term papers are a source of great anguish, although
written long before due. And too. Education majors
will never forget the day she was suddenly called upon
in class to sing a strange Indian lyric sung usually by
small children. Although she rose to the occasion with
rattled poise, a profuse blush which accompanied the
ridiculously childish tune supported Cathy's later in
sistence that, at that moment,she could have died.

SALLY DADE

COLORFUL, tailored sport clothes that hint of
Joseph Magnin; a slender lithesome figure and

graceful carriage; an envious complexion and soft,
shortly-cropped blonde hair—Sally is not one to go un
noticed. Unusual height such as hers is seldom consid
ered an asset, but her altitude is the rare and happy
exception. Many conclusions can be riehtly drawn

from such an atresting appearance. She is poise and
quiet self-confidence personified.
It would take a Marine landing in San Rafael to
ruffle Sally, and even then, her excitement would

probably not be displayed by more than a batting of
eyelashes. She was once stung by a scorpion, but it
might as well haye been a polio shot, for all the con

cern she could muster! And one four ayem last sum
mer, she was awakened by a telephone call bearing

heart-breaking news: her long and anxiously antici
pated trip to Quantico had been cancelled. She re
garded the packed suitcases by her bed,sighed, pulled
the blankets over her head, and went back to sleep.

Consistent with matter-of-fact maturity is Sally's
academic focus on the concrete realm of facts and

figures. Fascinated by the intricate workings of gov
ernment, statistics, and economics, she hopes to earn

her post-graduation bread and butter in the world of
finance.
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SAI.l.V JOAN DADK
Taiitax. t'alifDinia
ma jor: ICONOMU.S
minor: poinicAi. sen \c:i
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DIANA C:LA1RI: DA\ IS()N

Moiuercy, California
ma jor: lducation
minor: knot.ism

C.S.T.A., 'aO

DIANA DAVISON

Diana is cloaked in the softness of the old Spanish
tradition. Gracious serenity is hers and only an
occasional ^vry pessimism casts a dark shadow over her
sunny disposition. The individuality she possesses is
that which she prizes in others, and these individuals
are the companions she favors.

The experiences gathered during student-teaching
days are her most cherished. That is, all but those les

son plans! However the beguiling quality of thirdgraders somehow overpowers the dislike for this
drudgery, and her main goal of the present is still to
be a good teacher. If a wide background is necessary
to fulfill this dream, Diana goes one better. The area
of her interests is not only wide but strangely diver

gent. No one we kno^v plays the bongo drums with
such a professional relish!
A Monterey Peninsula background is unmistak

ably imbedded in her personality. Favored pastimes
are centered about her native environment. The fall

Road Races and celebrity-filled Bing Crosby Golf
Tournament at Pebble Beach are musts on her calen

dar. One of her favorite sports is skiing. But perhaps
it is because snow is beyond the capacity of Monterey
that Diana wistfully adds,"If only I knew how!"

ANNE DE VINCENZI

Anne is the perfect lady no matter where she goes
!». —if she ever gets there! She is unconcerned with
the passage of time and takes hours to get ready for
anything. Not even the furious impatience of com
panions fazes her. In fact, this tends to slow her up.

Because she is utterly meticulous about clothes and
appearance, she will stand in her closet for twenty

minutes trying to decide what to wear. She loves beau
tiful and expensive materials—especially tweeds.

Anne never hesitates to speak her mind and you
can be fairly certain that her ideas have been carefully
considered. She has something kind to say about
everyone and is full of affectionate terms. Everyone

is "dahling" or "hon." A serious outlook on life's

matters does not affect the light-hearted giddiness
that overtakes her in the late hours of the night when

fatigue makes every hum-drum thing hysterically
funny.

Her family's frequent trips of almost a hundred
miles down from their ranch to hear Anne sing at

Angelico performances is a tribute to her gift. Her
soprano solos enhance not only campus concerts but

classmates' weddings. She is almost as famous for the

boxloads of oranges she brings from home and dis
perses through the rooms as fast as we can catch them!
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KATHLEEN DORAN

TO HOLD the difficult office of S.A.B. president
and to be and remain one of the most well-liked

girls in the student body would appear impossible;
but Kay has done it. She is the rare exception. Any
disagreeable punishment received from the punitive
chamber is assuredly deserved, although the necessary
issuing is most disagreeable to Kay. She stands up for
her beliefs and frankly asserts her opinions to con
federate or contender. It doesn't matter whether it is

the president of the United States or her next door
neighbor; she believes what she believes.
For Kay, the most distasteful thing on earth is any
time between getting up in the morning till noon.
Talking before breakfast is unbearable; smiling is

painfid, if not altogether impossible. No matter how
pleasant the companions, a poker face deters all at
tempts at cheerfulness. After the difficult first hours

of the day, Kay finds nothing more laugh-provoking
than Peanuts and Dennis the Menace, the endearing
comic strip characters who throw her into mild hys
terics with their ludicrous antics.

Any appealing activity she takes up with a gaily ex
claimed, "Crazy, said Red"! She is a diehard Irish

flag flyer. Four years of rooming with a diehard Italian
has necessitated that Kay develop, for the benefit of
peaceful living, a toleration toward minority gi-oups.
She is also more determined than ever to perish on the
Emerald Isle.

MARGARET DOUGHERTY

TRETCHING out on her bed with a bag of pea
nut brittle and the current best seller or whipping
through an active game of tennis on the campus
courts, Peggy is in her element. It would only be diffi
cult to say which activity she enjoys more. Peg's inter
ests, enthusiasms, and skills are broad, to say the least.

A music lover, she enjoys everything from rock and
roll to the San Francisco Symphony. Even such handi
caps as a sprained ankle in a cast do not keep Peg from
putting on an adept Charleston exhibition on the
dance floor. And in season, her interest in skiing

(whence comes the sprained ankle) approaches ob
session.

Peggy's wide travel experience has given her a sym

pathetic knowledge of many kinds of people. Because
of her genuine interest and friendly appreciation of
others and supersensitivity to their problems, she col
lects confidants by the bushel. Then she has a way
of idolizing those she respects and likes. In contrast
to the maturity of her personal relationships. Peg
emerges on occasion with an engaging, wide-eyed
innocence. Her child-like insistence on a literal an

swer, or her own concrete application of an abstract
statement can be disconcerting.

Above all, and possibly most characteristically,
P^ggy strives to orient every action to her goal of
holy and wholesome" womanhood.
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ELLEN EMERSON

ACK OF ALL TRADES: master of each—that's

Ellen. She surprises people with delightfully silly
verse-ridden birthday cards of her own making; she
can whip up a clever composition in the time it would
take a skilled writer to get one idea; her sewing out
put includes stylish sheath dresses stitched together
for classmates a few hours before date-time; and in a

group, Ellen is the personification of outstanding
leadership. She can be depended on for honest apraisals, no matter how touchy the situation or persons
involved. She meets any occasion with aplomb.
Class inteiTogation is the predominant Emerson
trademark. Refusing to accept anything at face value
and impatient for possession of whole truths, she
keeps professors on their toes with questions -^vhich
spill out with the velocity of an uncontrolled rat-a-tat
machine gun.
A basically reserved and sometimes aloof person

ality, Ellen is hard to get to know. She doesn't like
entanglements, although we guess from symbolic sap
phire that engagements don't count. Her vast fund of
knowledge and an enormous vocabulary can uninten

tionally abash companions, although her friendly
tone is constantly maintained. And after all, the girl
who asks the sagacious questions of browbeaten pro
fessors is the same one who enjoys the schoolgirl
diversion of printing all over the margins of her note
book the name "Tom."

MARY ANN FARRELL

Establish RAPPORT!" Mary Ann frequently
admonishes; and she does. One likes her imme

diately and likes her better upon deeper acquaint
ance. Even her idiosyncracies—and she has many—be
come endearing. Who, for example, but Mary Ann
would spend an hour reading one page of Chaucer,
or be completely lost if asked to boil an egg, or win a
poetry contest that she didn't even know she had
entered?

For Mary Ann, nothing is incidental; she goes
about life with a bright earnestness. There is a per
sonal involvement in all she does, but most especially
is she concerned with good writing. She has the real
artist's sensitivity to words, rhythms, and color. She

is willing to chisel and polish and thus her writings
are ever a pleasure. Mary Ann works hard at system:

her life is well organized in notebooks of every color;
desperation takes hold if one is misplaced!
Though deeply thoughtful and even tense, Mary
Ann is yet a very comfortable person. This is perhaps
because her sensitivities carry over to people. She
worries and frets over her friends' troubles and grows
excited with their better fortunes. And, too, she is
prodigal of her time and talents. She aims at several

destinies: to be a good writer, to raise a large family,
to play a respectable game of tennis. Only the tennis
is dubious of fulfillment.
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ROSALIE FLYNN

Rosalie bounces in and out of our class with the
^ gi'eatest of ease. Between three various semesters

at Dominican, her time has been spent pursuing the
academic and cultural benefits of both southern Cali
fornia and New York. And as much as she loves the

east coast—the New York Times is still regularly pe
rused—she insists Boston has nothing on San Fran
cisco; and one as cosmopolitan in interests as Rosalie
should know. She is a city girl who makes the most of
city advantages. Rarely does she miss a good play, art
exhibit, or performance of the San Francisco Sym
phony. And how she goes for those Union Square
shopping sprees!
Rosalie animates any assemblage. She is up on all
■world affairs almost before the information is released

by the International Netvs Service, and her discus
sions on literature, music, and art stimulate listeners

to ponder over the issues long after group conversa
tion has ceased. Rosalie's involutions are personal as
well as international. One of her favorite topics is the
adventures of her eleven biothers and sisters, the de

tails of which she relays with entrancing vivacity.
Every aspect of Rosalie's life is approached with

verve. Projects are in process at all times! She relishes
the heightened stir, and a deep, exuberant laugh
accompanies many of her actions, especially her
mistakes.
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MARGUERITE GRADY

The quiet brightness about Marguerite is easy to
perceive. Not so, the immediate cause! It could be

anything from pen pal correspondence to Germany
and Arabia to the tennis and swimming which she

loves. It could be plunking folk tunes in her own
ukelele style; picking out melodies on the piano;
stamping her foot in rhythm with lively Irish classics,
or humming along with the sentimental ballads—all
reveal her major interest in music. Suburban living in
Marin is another special like, and daily rising at the
inhuman hour of five o'clock in the morning is proof
enough that she doesn't want to miss any part of it!
Ahead of every "last bell," the first one at every party,

Margy is a model of punctuality, with ample time to
boot.

She is a diligent worker, in studies as well as extra

curricular activities, although she admits that her
favorite courses are those which don't require out
side effort. Procrastination must be combatted. Then

earnest concentration is applied to every project. Yet
such intensity is likely to have disastrous results. One

winter afternoon as Margy stood in the attic of Meadowlands making paper beehives for a Class Day se- ^
quence, she stepped back to scrutinize her work, and
so intent was her gaze on the project before her that ''/i\

she backed up and fell right through the skylight.

/

SERENA HALL

ISN'T that right, Serena?" asks Father Blank of Mar
riage and the Family items, no matter how remotely
medical. With her nursing background, she nods an
amused assent to spice the point with emphasis. Even
if she has been staring out the window or sneaking
glances at notes for her next class, she can't go wrong
with that nod. Serena is master of emotional reserve.

Personal disappointments are shrugged off her shoul
ders. Yet she is pliant to the moods of others. Her
buoyancy quickly eliminates the atmosphere of blue
Monday morning as easily as it embraces the giddy
excitement of plans for busy week-ends.
An efficient time-budgeter, Serena balances nursing
duties at the campus infirmary with class demands and
social undertakings and somehow manages to come
out on top. She is completely rapt by discussions on
any phase of African culture, but her greatest weak
ness is unusual foods. And she looks none the worse

for the sampling!
Serena finds only one aspect of daily living a nui
sance—spelling. She has no time for Webster's con

ventions and proceeds at her own discretionary pace

which is erratic, to say the least! She gets away with it
for only one reason. No one can read her handwriting!
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RAYA ANNE HANLON

RAYA is an interesting vital girl with definite likes
and dislikes. Once up, she displays a more than
normal amount of energy. Cloaked behind an air of
independence, her interests are many and diverse.

Her intellectual curiosity prods her to activity. She
may instigate a trip to Fort Bragg to ride the Old
Skunk Train; spend days trying to catch some fa.scinating queen insect, or stand for hours to hear Atda or

some favorite opera if the budget is low that month.
Her interest in IRC is perennial: and since her year's
studying at the University of Vienna, she has been
entranced by all things Austrian. She is a good stu
dent, but sometimes spends time allotted to study for
her incidental interests. She chooses words carefully,

but has no eye for the arrangement of their letters.
She is irritated by anyone mispronouncing her name,

and almost everyone does. Like so many idealists
she tends to be aware of the flaws in the immedi

ate persons and institutions surrounding her. She is
concerned not to find all things perfect. In the larger
issues she is extremely generous and charitable—giv
ing of her Aveekends, for example, to work on some

interracial community project or to help with the
crippled children. In a crowd, she will seek out the
person who appears ill at ease or who stands alone.
Rae is aware of the hurt in the world; she would like
to make it less.

MARGUERITE HOSINSKI

ARGEE sparkles. "Let's have a party!" is her
campaign proposal and certain it is that she,
above all, will have a gay good time. Leisure hours
are spent in thinking of exciting things to do, and de
pression results when nothing is brewing along those

lines. Her pet enterprise is falling in love, which she
accomplishes like clockwork every four or five weeks.

Sport cars and Tiajuana bullfights run a pretty close
second.

Margee buzzes around in short, short skirts—viva la
Paris hemline setters—and with hands on head, she

characteristically denotes "deep" thought,solemn ob
servation, or indescribable enthusiasm about a com

ing event. With zest, Margee dips into the field of
friendly psychoanalysis, supports the underdog al
ways, and is motherly, to understate. She never hesi
tates an opinion, although it may often be a critical
one—and disastrously tactless.
Of an alert mind, Margee gets through her classes
with little effort; finding a super-abundance of time
on her hands, she entertains people—mostly male—

from coast to coast with letters permeated with anima
tion. If life, for Margee, isn't always "fantastic," it's at
least "really neat"!
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MARY KAHLER

Mary is a tail lithe girl with china blue eyes—a
very pleasant and friendly girl who goes about

her business with a quiet concern. Sincerity is basic to
her; she hates the loud or the petty. Her sense of
humor is quite normal except when there is a difficult
Harmony assignment to get done which calls for more
than usual concentration, or when she is trying to get

her ten hours of sleep each night—she claims she needs
all ten. At these two junctures she is insistent upon
quiet from her neighbors and indeed quite cuts off all
possibility of communication. In the more usual day
by day occurrences she is consideration itself, yet
somewhat methodical and slow moving. Mary does

really dislike being rtished and so it follows naturally
that she is often the last to be ready; this, despite the
fact that she admits a secret horror of one day being
left behind.

Mary dresses smartly and "loves" to wear the high
est of high heels. In consequence,she dislikes any date
under six feet tall. On the whole, her dislikes are few;

she makes a policy of arguing with no one but her
roommate.

BERYL KARP

Beryl is a gypsy at heart. Give her travel, people,
customs, and languages, and she is in business.

Seemingly quiet and studious, she ignites with the
spontaneity of a firecracker when she shares the fas

cinating tales of her international escapades. Her fa
vorite story is that which took place during her junior
year of study at Mexico City College when one morn

ing at dawn, she mistook the outside of a military bar
racks for a Guanajuato church courtyard, and in the
midst of her pious composure, was startled by a pierc
ing whistle blast and the resultant stampede of sol
diers ready for drill.
Beryl is an infrequent visitor to the smokeroom or
lounge. Art projects, amateur photography, and a
lately developed interest in chess taken up via the

Sunday newspaper keep her hopping. But the after
noon siesta, complete with huge straw sombrero, finds
its daily place.
Her main asset is unusual punctuality. Beryl will
undoubtedly be the first passenger on that plane
which will take her to retirement in Taxco, Mexico,

where she plans to write history texts and become a
local legend.
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KATHLEEN KEARNS

KATHY seems most herself when, dressed in
stylish, colorful smock,she stands in San Marco,

carefully creating a soft, smooth painting of the scene
outside the window, or a highly accurate and objec
tive self-portrait. A precise personality is evident in
her artwork, her driving, her term papers. Not satis
fied with superficial understanding of her classes, she
finds meaning and interest even in the extra reading
everyone else skips over. Although she would have
you think differently, Kathy is seldom unprepared for
anything, and because of this, she tends to be impa

tient with those who are not so easily efficient. She
approaches life with a kind of wry pessimism that is
entertaining in itself, but she has, too, an acute sense
of the humorous and ridiculous as evidenced by hilar
ious tales of her week-end adventures in Carmel, Palo
Alto, or San Francisco.

She is a girl of surprising talent. Her fashionable
wardrobe is full of complicated patterns of her own
making, and she often assumes professional manage
ment of her mother's kitchen with resulting out-of-

this-world Kathy-made cheesecake. Finally, one dis
covers the lovely mezzo-soprano voice, relaxed on oc
casion for her honky-tonk rendition of "Folsom
Prison Blues" which her classmates will remember

affectionately as enlivening many a late hour party

^
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MAUREEN KELLY

Maureen is the old-fashioned girl men are sup
posedly always looking for. They must be, be
cause she's usually surrounded! She augments her

femininity with full skirts, puffed sleeves, ruffly
blouses, and ribbons in her hair. Her likes are simple.
For dates, she would rather relax with music and

quiet conversation than mix into the exciting frivoli

ties of San Francisco night life.
An expert at picking up her mother's domestic in
clinations, she cooks, knits, and turns bolts of material
into attractive suits and dresses. Her Christmas and

birthday gifts are especially dear for the thought and
attention she gives them. On one occasion, she came

up with a burlap beach bag put together in no time
and looking better than store-bought! Even her room

has the homey, personal touch of soft-hued landscape
paintine^s of her own creation, assorted bric-a-brac,
and a collection of stuffed animals.

Although there was heavy studying to catch up on
when Maureen returned from a serious illness in her

sophomore year, she kept up her eager participation

in campus functions. She has become the bustling
hostess at every mixer. She is full of nervous concern
until everyone is matched up and dancing. And no
one enjoys more than Maureen the note Sister Patrick

sometimes attaches to a graduate's wedding invita
tion: "She met him at a mixer!"
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JOAN KLOEHN

Anyone under the illusion that the ability to do
well in the studies of chemistry and math requires
a logical, organized mind is happily awakened on
knowing Joan. Periodically she tries her hand at syste
matic behavior, making a "Things To Do Today"list
which is promptly left in the smokeroom with her
coffee cup, notebook, and cigarettes!
Joan belongs to that fascinating "everything hap

pens to" group, mainly due to her poor eyesight. Illus
trative of the crises which confront her was the scene

of her Chevrolet caught in a ditch in front of Pennafort one morning last fall; and many are the times

she's unintentionally misplaced her date at a partyall because she refuses to wear her glasses! Such events
provoke hysterics from all concerned, but Joan simply
accepts these amusing situations with a shrug and a
softly uttered, "Tsk. It's so embarrassing."
Off campus, Joan spends her time as a stalwart San
Franciscan. Basking in fog at the beach, bike-riding
down the coast, rooting madly at '49er games, and
sitting in some North Beach hideway, observing and

enjoying life—all these are typical of her urban ad
ventures. Joan loves people: in her easy-going man
ner, she strikes a conversation with a stranger just to
meet someone new. Her friendship is valued highly.
She never pries into others' problems, but is a willing
comforter when sought; and with Joan, any con
fidence is secure.

KATHLEEN KORN

ATHY'S philosophy is philanthropy, and her
way of life is a relentless act of giving of her

knowledge, of her time and self. She has so many
ideas, plans, hopes and dreams that she cannot con
tain them, so they overflow to produce the enthusi
astic and spontaneous Kathy whom everyone knows.
Kathy has an abiding love of people, and an earn
est desire to orient her life in accordance with God's
will. She is deeply concerned with findine the relation

of everything she encounters to her philosophy, and
is convinced that everything has some meaning, how
ever obscure. If she discovers ideas in English litera
ture which the authors did not intend, it is onlv be
cause she is struggling so hard to integrate that she
forgets to analyze.

She is never convinced that she has put forth her
best effort, always afraid that she has withheld some
thing which she could have given. She is famous for

her "resolutions" — reading twenty-five pages per
night of English literature, starting the term paper
immediately, doing each assignment carefully. And
how sad she is when she realizes that these resolutions
are impossible within the limits of a twenty-four hour

day. For not only English, but family, friends, many
school activities and part-time jobs are parts of
Kathy's life. Gradually,she is learning that a sculptor
carves a perfect statue by making many small but
perfect strokes.
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DIANE LUCAS

Diane has the makings of another Auntie Mame.
She flits about ready to perform one of her selfimposed roles at a moment's urge. Her capriciousness
keeps everyone guessing as to what will come next. An
aura of purposeful evening study can suddenly turn
into a one-woman variety show with her roommate
and bath mates being assailed with anything from

crazy stories of her travel experience up and down
the escalators at Macy's to a somewhat flat "Marine's
Hymn."

Diane entertains pensive moments with pursed lips
and a fro^vn. She is sincere in her studies but when

she finds herself in an occasional pinch, she can walk
into an exam, pull a few unrelated facts from her

memory,and with the help of a vivid imagination and
much verbiage, mushroom these scattered tidbits into
a blue-book masterpiece. Her talents extend to classi
cal piano concertos, shrewd bridge playing and an
occasional game of jacks.

From vibrant gaiety, Diane often ends up in a state
of frenzy,rapidly voicing her latest news or complaint.
Problems are greeted with a loud shriek. The only in
cident in her life for which she had no immediate
comment was the time when she crashed right into a

plate glass Tvindow. She was stunned.

PATRICIA MAHANEY

"^ATTY'S conversation spills out with more pet ex
pressions than the Dictionary of Slang. They run
the gamut of her emotions. If an invitation is welcome
or someone's opinion is agreeable, acceptance is made
by a blithesome,"You betchum. Red Rider!" Disap
proval is apparent by a slight facial contortion and an
emphatic, "Zeer!" A perturbed friend might be con
soled by her less unique but sincerely sympathetic,
"Poor thing."
Barring the academic, Patty takes a deep interest in
the things about her. She has a good head for, and
much knowledge of, the business world; her swimmining possesses Olympic qualities; and letter-writing

to Philadelphia is a daily occupation. Unfortunately
accident proneness—from serious automobile mishaps
to tripping over anything as minute as an ant—also
plays a major part in her existence.
A love of colonial houses, ornate silverware, basic

clothes, and an intense dislike of any kind of fad stem

from Patty's strong advocacy of tradition. She enjoys
playing hostess at any social function, either huge
cocktail parties or small barbecues. An extremely sen
sitive personality, Patty is deeply considerate of her
parents and they are the first to share her hopes and
the realizations of her dreams.
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PHYLLIS MAIORANA

PHILLY is no typical redhead. Fight and fury
escape her world. She casually takes life as it comes.

Peppy jazz, especially Garner, and Marlon Brando
movies are prime in her list of undying attachments.
She loves excitement, the beach, and football games;

she hates fuss-budgets and fastidious people. Her man

ner is relaxed; her speech is a distinctive drawl which,
strangely enough, must be Californian. She's never
been anywhere else!

Philly never takes short cuts in her school work.
Yet she spends so much time thinking of all the things

she "must do" that she ends up having to stay up half
the night to get those "must do's" done! When it
comes to her beliefs, she can be stubborn to the point

of exasperation. But she is so natural and likeable that
this is overlooked with little ado.

Philly finds dares irresistable and thinks nothing of
pursuing riotous adventures as long as she has backers.
However her antics often prove embarrassing. One
time, talked into entering a pre-football game parade,
she decorated her car with a few crepe paper streamers

but suddenly realized as she drove through totvn that

her car was completely surrounded by elaborately
decorated floats. Philly is ahvays open to suggestions
for new mischief, but she is the inevitable last one

ready to go . . . with her familiar plea as she tears out
the door; "Please ... wait for mel"

PATRICIA MAZZINI

ASECOND glance at a wildly-striped, loose-fitting
. smock right out of Chaucer reveals Patti merely
sporting the latest addition to her abundant ward
robe. She drives the band^vagon of non-conformity
although, despite dauntless effort, she never really
attains this quality herself. No one is quicker on the
uptake for spur-of-the-moment activities, and noth
ing tickles Patti more than odd looks at her droll
antics. Depending on the pervading mood,she simply
assumes a turned-up nose of indifference, or doubles
over in mirth.

A closetful of bridesmaids' dresses attests the fact

that her circle of truly close friends approaches un
commonly great proportions, not surprising to those
familiar with Patti's warm, easy personality. How
ever, her usually coy appearance and barely audible

voice undergo an amazing transformation ^vhen the
need arises for Patti to assert one of her very definite

opinions—one arising, perhaps from her aversion to
people with all the answers.

She loves to browse in art galleries. A special fas
cination is abstract design, and she shares her knowl
edge and artistic observations with any interested
companion. Follow-up to a gallery tour might be a
jaunt to Coit Tower on a storming afternoon to

sketch her impression of the view seen through the
dripping windshield of her car. Patti's immediate

future includes a summer trip to New York to invade
Greenwich Village with salami, frenchbread, and—
oh, yes, easel!
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MARGARET McGUIRE

F PEGGY stopped to catch her breath, she would
probably collapse from shock of inertia. She is viva
cious, exciting, exhausting! She runs on a flexible
and all-inclusive schedule, her fuel black coffee. A

typical day encompasses biology study done to blar
ing radio accompaniment; attendance at class where
she occupies herself ^vith clear, careful note-taking,

or the writing of long, ambiguous letters; elaborate
tales of her rigorous diet of cigarettes, breakfast of
corn flakes, and dinner of one slice of meat and a

dozen cookies; spirited bridge table conversation
which, eventually protracted in the seclusion of her
room, is channeled far into the night to a soundly
sleeping room-mate who has undoubtedly heard the
story thirteen times already.

The diversity of Peg's personality is awesome. Cam
ouflaged in effervescence is a side of her few suspect
—the deeply serious. She thrives in the security of
crowds. She radiates warmth and social sensitivity.

A momentarily furrowed brow betrays preoccuption

with problems, usually someone else's. Her home is
constantly open to week-end guests, and her ward
robe to those able to wear her small size.

Peggy likes nothing better than everything happen
ing at once. Tearing her hair over '49er games, or
getting in from one date barely in time to start an
other are all in a day's work—or used to be. It's hard
to believe she once paused long enough to become
engaged!
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FRANCE de MERCEY

Sunshine to thunder, optimism to pessimism,
gaiety to great suffering—France moves effortlessly
from one extreme to another. A deeply perceptive
person, her many positive opinions reveal the wide
range of her knowledge and experience. Familiarity
with the people of North Africa, derived from life in
her birthplace, Morocco; the rich heritage of Euro
pean traditions; and the broad outlook of one who has
traveled through a large part of the Western Hemis

phere are hers. As she whips up crepes suzettes, enter
tains with French songs, or hypnotizes a gullible sub

ject, France, a welcome guest, brings old country
charm to any of her adopted homes which extend
from Bakersfield to Quebec.
Perhaps her fluctuating character is due to her

"artistic temperament." France exercises her creative
abilities in many areas. A regular contributor to the
Meadowlark, she writes engrossingly of her home,
often illustrating her own articles. But painting is
her dominating interest, claiming large chunks of her
busy days. To conquer the challenge of color and can
vas is her enduring ambition.
Understanding Americans has often been a real
struggle for France, although, as with everything else,

she has embraced this challenge with sincere earnest.
Our knowing her has certainly taught us much of the

French, at the same time giving us new insight into
our own way of life.
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MARY LOUISE MITCHELL

^NE of her friends once described Mary Lou as
"the kind of a girl parents like, and men want
to marry." Goodness emanates from her bright blue

eyes and lightly freckled face. Unpretentiousness is
her most attractive quality, and she creates immedi
ate respect from her companions. Those especially
near to her benefit by her frank and helpful opinions
and dissentions. Mary Lou laughs when she feels like
laughing—reason or not. She finds humor in the most

awk^vard situations and happily relates the story of
first meeting one of her special boyfriends in a Yosemite garbage truck.

Although a day-hop, Mary Lou has gone out of her
way to participate fully in the camptis life of Domini
can. Many of her closest friends are among the resi
dent students to whom she has offered "a home away

from home." She is a ready and eager partner for danc
ing, light opera, simple conversation, or for one of
her very favorite time-consumers—doing things with
her family.
Mary Lou is a serious-minded student who sincere

ly desires to broaden her outlook with a liberal edu
cation. Political Science and foreign affairs are a par
ticular inclination. However, comes a telephone in

vitation to an impromptu party and the history book
she's been struggling tbi-ough is closed with an ever
so slight twinge of guilt.

MARY NEVIN

A.Ry is a distinguished composite of many things
—an Irish temper, a logical mind, and a love

for life. She has something to say about everything
and is usually to be found expounding in audacious
tones to a rapt crowd. Wild waving hands, that strand
of hair in her eyes, dark glasses in January are all of
the essence.

Mary's life is full of problems as everyone she en
counters is aware: is sister Sue using the car, is the

kettle upstairs, does life end at 22? Yet, by paradox,
she assumes a blithe optimism. She has a great fond
ness for parties, men, St. Mary's men, swimming,
sleeping. She's not much for vegetables, cows, and
people without a sense of humor, or people who keep
inteiTupting her.
Mary loves to laugh and is not above laughing at

herself. This is a good thing because no one else can
get herself into funnier situations or more unusual
predicaments.

On a more serious note, Mary is determined to get
what she wants out of life—as soon as she figures out

what she wants. Coupled with her impulsive nature
is, luckily, an ultimate intelligence and good judg
ment. Both working together keep Mary's life on a
more or less happy and even keel.
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CAROL O'CONNOR

CAROL is anything but run-of-the-mill. She rarely
gets anything straight; for appointments, she is
either too early or too late. She can't resist a het, but

loses every one! She frequently falls down for no ap
parent reason; it is true that she can't seem to get

herself coordinated. A cheerful morning riser, she

dons a bright yellow terry-cloth robe to heighten the
effect. A skiing enthusiast, her greatest boast is that
although it is impossible to break the T-bar, one Yosemite winter season she did it.

Carol is full of good ideas: for do-it-yourself birth
day cards, for notes in unrhythmical verse form and
of very funny content, for parties, and for making
people laugh. An indulgent listener to the lovelorn,
she is an expert on advising the capture of men
(though the teacher is not without problems of her
own!). Fickle Carol advises constancy and persever

ance; she insists a potential husband should be a con
servative, Christian man, but how she loves those
good-time Charlies!

A most diligent activity of late has been nightly
reverberations on a Relax-a-cisor hidden in her closet,

for small, nicely-proportioned Carol insists she's big
and fat. A good deal of time is spent planning diets
and exercises. Meanwhile, the rest of the world goes

by, and this is most annoying to Carol who hates to
miss a thing!

BARBARA OLSON

AN EXPERT at making others happy with small

/a favors, Bobby is ever surprising her roommate
with a candy bar or an unexpectedly made bed. She
is shy upon first acquaintance and not a great talker
even after long friendship. She is absolutely unselfish,
the kind of person who will volunteer for the un
pleasant job no one else wants. She refuses, however,
to clean her roommate's goldfish bowl. She does not

like those wiggling fish! But she does like to clean
house and does it to perfection.
A skillful sportswoman, Bobby relishes a fast game
of hockey or basketball, is an efficient referee of class
volleyball games, and often swims or plays catch with
her little brothers. This love of the outdoors is bal

anced by the equal joy of quiet evenings of reading
and listening to opera or Joni James records.
Bobby is the essence of serene and lovable femi

ninity. Her reserved humor and enjoyment of people
and situations is betrayed by the quiet twinkle in her
eyes which gives great pleasure when accompanied

by her wide, engaging smile. She is a sympathetic lis
tener, takes time out for a last-minute errand,squeezes
a term paper in just under the deadline, and manages

to remain relatively calm through all. Bobby never
hurries; she starts on time and arrives.
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PAULA PETERS

PAULA wears an air of sportive elegance. In the
fashion shows she likes to model bermudas and

ski clothes. But if asked the type of clothes she likes
best, she replies: "My roommate's." Paula has a rol
licking and ready sense of humor, almost a merry out
look on life. She has achieved a kind of notoriety with

her swift responses, her rakish contorted facial ex
pressions, and her mimicking. She somehow remem
bers the idiosyncratic bias, the ridiculous dialogue,
the essentially funny—but her mimicking is always
a gentle, not a caustic, art.

She is at home with any group. A year of school
in Lausanne, Switzerland, has made her fluent in

French and skilled in skiing. Leisure hours at college
find her in the lounge playing bridge, reading her
latest French assignment, or jtist talking. Or if not in
the lounge, she may be sitting in her room with knit
ting paraphernalia and friends around her.
For all her fun and ease of manner, there is an

inner seriousness. She is ever an interested and sym
pathetic listener as her friends from all four classes
will testify. She is thoughtfid; favours are not only
appreciated and acknowledged but remembered and
eventually returned. Her munificence, the independ
ence and the practicality of her judgment have made

Paula these t^vo years an excellent class president.
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CAROLYN QUINN

CAROLYN is resolutely efficient. Her life is so
ordered that hours put to good use in the chem
istry and biology labs leave her ample time to pursue
extra-curricular interests tvhich she follows as faith

fully as duties. Preparation for exams is begun days
in advance, and rarely does Carolyn miss the daily
joy of crossword puzzles, Herb Caen, and evening
bridge. Usually around 11 p.m., completely prepared
for the next day and maybe even the next week, she
strides off to bed to enjoy that luxury, rare to her
midnight-oiler classmates—a good ten hours' sleep.
The frantic ensemble, the cluttered decor are utter

ly foreign to Carolyn, consistently immaculate in
everything she does from personal grooming to notetaking to organic chemistry experiments. Although a
paragon of poise and composure, she is capable of

Gaelic vehemence in the daily battle over possession

of the '"commuter's special": this she ultimately ab
sorbs every morning.
Carolyn is by no means the coldly efficient type.
The friendliness is there, yet subdued by a quiet re
serve even her closest friends do not penetrate with

out difficulty. She is most herself in the intimacy of
a small circle; in her abrupt matter-of-fact manner,

she offers mature jvidgments on serious issues, enjoys

hearing or telling a good joke (barring the sadistic!)
and delights in subtle teasing with a smug "Um-hum,
I know!" to bolster her point.
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SUE RIGSBEE

SUE is an exceptional student and an exceptionally
lovely person. At first glance, one is more apt to
see the lovely person than the inquiring mind. She
dresses simply, femininely, meticulously; she wears
an air of quiet sophistication. Yet her large almost
coquettish eyes sparkle with alertness, curiosity and
humor. In class her answers are direct and display not

only an uncanny memory but a fine critical sense. Her
academic achievement is the product of keen intellect
and concentrated disciplined study.
Although the outstanding participant in any dis
cussion, Sue is more than aware that she does not know

all the ans-wers. She is as ready and eager to find new
ideas as she is willing to share her knowledge. Her

patience in explaining the implications of the mar
riage debate in Chaucer, the rules of grammar to the
seventh grade, or the intricate technique of tying
shoe laces to a five-year-old is the very stuff of a good
teacher. A recipient of a Woodrow Wilson Graduate
Fellowship, Sue intends to work for her doctorate in

English and hopes one day to teach in one of the great
universities.

Her readiness to laugh at herself as well as at others,
her open-mindedness, and "Grove-habit" raise her

out of the book-worm category. A certain shyness and
reserve of manner keep her a little aloof from the
crowd.

LILLA ROLL

The exterior deceivingly conceals the ingredients.
No one would guess from Lilla's youthful face
and small size that she is an aged twenty-two! Or that

behind that teen-age demeanor lies the logic of an
engineer, the organization of a war general, the ma
turity of a wise old philosopher, and the playfulness
of an eight-year-old. She moves easily from somber
conversation to shrieks of laughter. She has a charm

ing way of grooving hysterical at the least amusing
stories and punctuates her enjoyment with a flip of
her hand and an accusing "silly goose!" Lilla has time
for everyone and everything. People turn to her auto
matically to relive happy experiences or to find en
couragement or consolation in a crisis.

She maneuvered the culmination of her college
education, a large wedding, a honeymoon cruise to
Alaska, and the launching of a teaching career all
within one frantic month—frantic that is, for every
one but Lilla. For her, the entire proceedings were a
mere gay episode. At the present, she is busy keeping
house, helping husband Bob balance the budget and

planning a family of twenty! Quite a different picture
from the days before her marriage when she would
spend breezy afternoons flying a kite in front of Fan-

jeaux and end up like any reckless kite-flyer, sadly try
ing to loosen it from a tree branch.
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TERESA SCHWAEGLER

Terry is a glrl of optimism and energy, one al
ways eager to set off for somewhere—shopping in

San Francisco, downtown for a cup of coffee, browsing
through the Cottage Book Shop or The Tides, or just
listening to some new LP's. There is nothing boring

or bored about Terry; she goes about with an air of
enjoyment. Often laughing, generally smiling, she
likes people and people like her. Forthright and sin
cere, she sees people and situations straight; she hates
the shady and the bogus.
Her social life, as one might expect, is varied and
extensive. She has many interests: books and music
and sports, particularly swimming, tennis, water and
snow skiing. A skilled skier in competition, as her

many wins and top-placings testify, Terry through the
year looks forward to those week-ends during the

winter when she can pack her skis and go off for a
couple of days' fun.

Her zest and alertness is by no means confined to
sports. Terry is a girl with ideas. She easily loses her
self in earnest conversation and discussion. She ap

proaches her studies seriously and derives more than
a good grade from them. Her thinking carries over.

If Terry were not packing around an English novel
or play, or class text, it would hardly be Terry.

Most notably, she has achieved a fine synthesis of
the gay and the serious, the academic and the social.

ANNE SCOTT

ANNE'S hilarity takes such vigorous hold of her
^ that it cannot help catching up the people around
her. Especially after a busy week of exams and, for
Anne, very late nights, she can dissolve in helpless
hysteria at the least bit of humor. This trait is typical
of her complete absorption by and in all she under
takes. Anne is one who "hungers and thirsts after

justice." She has an affectionate concern for minority
groups, the underdog, for the small and the hurt.
From time to time her room harbors an unwanted

puppy, injured bird, or unhappy classmate. Her last
admonition as she flies off for a week-end is "Please
feed our fish!"

If Anne volunteers to do a job, you can be sure she
will complete it, although she will usually be up most

of the night before, striving for just the right finishing
touches. A natural athlete, she is the brisk and skillful

star of the team in any sport. She efficiently operates
complicated lighting for Troupers' productions; and
endless W.A.A. projects as well as class assignments
are carried out with thorough care.
Her personality is not all of a piece; there are moods

and shadows, but predominantly she is forthright
and happy. After graduating from College, Anne will

work with children in physical therapy; this seems a
particularly fitting choice.
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FRANCES SCUDIERI

Fran is a gold-hearted bolt of lightning A\'ho wears
herself out with perpetual motion. Her life is one
mad frantic rush. She even sends her poor little Ply
mouth careening through town with jet-propulsion
despite such obstacles as dense fog or a layer of frost
inches thick on the ^vindshield. She is adept at talk
ing a policeman out of traffic tickets, but what most

amazes us is how she escapes total destruction.
Meetings monopolize her time. She eventually sug
gests a complete reorganization of the organization
whether it is N.F.C.C.S., Y.C.S., or Macy's. But this

radical insistence on organization is contradicted by
Fran hei-.self ^vho thinks nothing of attempting six
unrelated activities simultaneously. Yet in her domi
nant, business-like manner,she offers many sound sug

gestions to the cornered group.

Deep frolicking laughter punctuated by such ap
proving statements as "I eat it up!" color her infinite
tales of unique predicaments. What she didn't eat
up, though, was the time she shattered a thick glass
door in our newly-opened residence hall. This scene
yielded a loud, heart-rending groan. Behind her great

gusto lies a serious person whose intensity is mani
fested in her friendships in which Fran's generosity
makes all problems her own. She is a natural crusader

determined to meet every visible evil head on.
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RUTH SEMPELL

WIFE,mother, teacher, student—tiny Ruth is the
pride of our class! No one else has so many irons

in the fire; yet at the height of activity, she can
burst into a room with the brightest of smiles and hail
any acquaintance with her familiar, "Hello, lover!"

She possesses the admirable capacity to follow through
on all endeavors, although their extent is unbeliev
able. Time is found for teaching swimming at Do
minican, teaching folkdancing to the Bluebirds and
Brownies, singing with the Women's Chorus of the
P.T.A., making costume jewelry, and sewing. The
second semester of her senior year left Ruth one free
hour all week!

Never does she forget her first responsibility to her
husband and three young daughters. Favorite devia

tions from her usual hectic pace are family picnics,
hikes, boating, and camping trips. The question is,
when does she find the time!

A major in Education has greatly added to Ruth's
field of varied interests. As in every other aspect of
her living, intense interest, keen awareness, and astute
observations have played an essential part in the pur

suit of her credential. Consistent with her innate zip
is her great antipathy toAvard laziness. But the real an
swer to this wonderful verve is simple enough. Ruth
loves life.
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KATHLEEN SLEVIN

Kathleen is a paradox—confidence, organi. zation, profound intelligence, balanced by
sprightly wit and preposterous imagination. She pos
sesses the dignified appearance of a matriarch, and the
devil-may-care attitude of a naughty child. Able to
discuss at length anything from Darwin to ghosts to
Mexican food, she has the ready knowledge and con
viction of a college professor, and the casual tone of
an intimate friend. Her nervousness, manifested in

tremorous hands, is otherwise suppressed by a placid
countenance and consistently warm monotone voice.
The alarm clock is Kath's greatest enemy. She
rarely gets more than five hours' sleep, but while in
bed, atomic bombs can't move her; rising in the
morning is a fate worse than death. Tardiness is a

major vice. She is late for everything but meals.
Kath's personality is colored by imagination run

rampant. Amusing experiences grow uproarious in
the telling. Listeners can be sure only half of what she
says is factual, but in the midst of gay entertainment,
who cares! A child-like fear of darkness and strange

midnight noises is enough to send her flying to the
nearest companion. One night,our level-headed Kath,
startled by the generator in the Fanjeaux basement,
stood watch at her bedroom window in Pennafort till

one-thirty ayem, dead certain that across the patio a

prowler was drilling his way through the cement wall
of the sophomore dorm.

CAROL LEE SMITH

CAROL LEE came to Dominican in her Junior
year but because she is a family girl and lives in
Marin we have not seen a great deal of ber. She andves
at College just one minute before ber first class and
drives off just one minute after ber last. The little we
have seen makes us wish that she bad come earlier to

our campus and stayed about more frequently. We
suspect that not all of ber time is spent in study or
around the family beartb. Rumor has it that a certain
Latin teacher from Tamalpais High keeps ber busy
rooting for bis freshman football team.
Carol Lee seems by nature reticent; she has an in

tense dislike for self-operating elevators. She is an
intelligent girl, an honor student, but one who does
not force ber opinions. She has a beautiful singing

voice not often enough beard because too few know
she has it. Even ber laugh which builds up deep inside
ber comes out with a rather shy sound to it. Carol Lee
has other quiet talents: among them, exotic cooking
and tasteful clothes. The brightest spot of color in the
^ grove is likely to be Carol Lee. She loves especially
intense blues, gieens and reds.
Only once have we seen Carol Lee proceeding at a
more than ordinary pace: this was the Subject B crisis

>

which turned ber for several months into an enthu
siastic and avid French student.
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MARY SPALDING

HI,this is Mary. Am I disturbing you from any
thing?" This is Mary's inevitable telephone
greeting, although she never seems to disturb anyone
from anything. A hurried call from her usually brings

with it a proposed trip, tennis date, or simply coffee
and conversation in San Rafael. Her favorite activity?

Being on the go.

The brunt of Mary's characteristic generosity is re
ceived by her tiny \'^olkswagen, always weighted down
by hefty passengers with far-flung destinations. In her
innate eagerness to please, Mary's good humor and
common sense are ever present, no matter how many
things may be on her mind. Although herself a happy
and determined doer, she has great understanding
and patience with the problems of the most fuzzyminded idealist or morose introvert.

Unfortunately, everyone but Mary appreciates her
talents and energies. She, who is so patient with the
failings of others, is merciless in berating herself. Her

friends have developed a deaf ear to this self-criticism,
knowing that if Mary could see herself as others see
her, she would find no cause for alarm.

CAROL SPEEGLE

Although Carol has set foot only briefly in
\.Oklahoma, a peculiar twang in her voice gives
away her father's birthplace. As the upshot of country
living in the "sticks" outside of Salinas, her love of the
outdoors is paramount. She is an early morning riser,
especially on skiing week-ends. She excels in both this
sport and in golf for which she can boast a state cham
pionship victory.
Carol's love of the outdoors does not carry over to
sunbathing. When asked to join such a group on the
Pennafort patio, her likely reply is, "But what do you
do out there? Just lie in the sun? You mean you don't
do anything!" This attitude is provoked by her in
ability to sit still. Restlessness invades periods of study
or letter-writing and drives her to anxious activityeven if the only outlet is fidgeting around her room.

Coffee at Corey's at least once a day is essential.
Carol is overly generous about carting people
around in her car, just as she is well-known as a
thoughtful hostess and a charming guest. She meets
people easily and impresses even passing acquaint
ances with her friendly, gracious manner.

Carol relaxes on occasions to entertain pipe dreams.
On the present agenda is behind-the-wheel participa

tion in a sport car race, and a return trip to Europe.
But knowing Carol, we suspect these are more possi
bilities than pipe dreams.
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BARBARA STAPPENBECK

An unlimited spirit of sharing and giving—of self,
time, and possessions is Barbara's. Be it a shared
confidence over a cup of coffee, a lift to the city for the
week-end, or assistance in the solution of a difficult

problem in philosophy or parasitology, she is always
alert to the needs of her friends. Beneath her gay,

perky exterior lies a depth of sympathy and under
standing soon discovered by anyone in need of com
fort or encouragement. Because Barbara is such a
ready listener to others' woes, few people are aware
that she ever has any problems or sorrotvs of her own.
A spontaneous accomplice to fun, Barbara delights
company with outlandish remarks made with the

most sober of expressions. But she is appreciated
chiefly for getting the point of inconceivably obscure

jokes and summoning the proper reaction while
everyone else remains in confused silence!
Barbara is a constant source of amazement to her

cohorts. To the philosophically uninclined, it is un
believable that philosophy is her special like and her
favorite course. And to her weightier friends, it is hard
to believe that such a slim trim figure as Barbara could

possibly have any relation to one whose greatest de

light is the presto! disappearo! of a heaping plate of
spaghetti or half of a chocolate pie. Or both!

CHARLENE STILLE

The things Charlene can do with her waist-long
blond hair are both fascinating and a source of
envy to her short-haired classmates. A pony tail,
smooth chignon, or braided knot coupled with her
attractive features tempts photographers to a field day.
When graduation pictures were taken,she had twenty
proofs to everyone else's eight or ten! An impres
sive bright-colored wardrobe enhances the effect. She
can't go near a dress shop without blowing her bank
balance!

Charlene carries on in the midst of adversity. She

keeps her room in necessary disarray—it's the only way
she can find anything! She leads a precarious social
life. She seldom anticipates on-coming calamities.

Dates get hopelessly crossed or she frequently finds
herself stranded with insufficient funds. In this state

one Friday afternoon in San Francisco, she presented
such an incongruous picture in a stylish beige knit
tunic, alligator accessories and no way to get home,
that a sympathetic derelict offered her money to take
a cab!

„

Making decisions is aggravating as is schoolwork—
or so Charlene says in spite of consistently 'way

I above average grades. Her conscientiousness ends

with schoolwork. But she has such an innocent ap
pearance and tone of voice that when it comes to

breaking school rules, she gets away with murder.
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SYLVIA WINKELMAN

SYL with her copper red hair and blue eyes is a
properly serious girl who has occasional moments
of lunacy. On the surface, she seems quiet of manner
and circumspect of action; a second glance reveals
something of a rebel. Her strongest virtue,she claims,
is optimism. Perhaps; this is not to admit that she is
not a realist. Syl tends almost automatically to see the
hole in the doughnut. Having sized up the positive
and negative elements of the situation she optimistic
ally makes her plans. She has a mind and isn't afraid
of using it. More likely than not her articles for the
Meadowlark are apt to be lightly satirical. She likes
classes that offer the most challenge and make her
work the hardest. She does not, however, like to be

thought a student. Syl strives after a mask of urbanity,
but to her chagidn blushes rather easily. She likes
people, is interested in how the human personality
hangs together, her own and others. Someone has
said that she "is introvertish in considering how extrovertish people should be."

A person of enterprise, she has traveled in Mexico
during the summer to perfect her Spanish, and now
before settling down, she plans to travel for a year in
Europe and the Near East. Syl is perhaps still in search
of her true identity.

THE VICAR OF CHRIST

OF ALL the titles borne by the Pope the one
which most universally characterizes the Chris
tian's attitude towards him is that of "Holy Father.

This name expresses fwo things paramount to our

idea of the papacy. First, the very nature of the office
is holy for the Pope is at once Christ's vicar on earth,
and the visible head of His Mystical Body,and second,
by reason of his position, the Pope is a real father to
every Christian. These two characteristics of the holi
ness and the paternity of the Bishop of Rome readily
explain the mourning and rejoicing which come at
the death of one Pope and the election of his successor.
During this year we have ourselves felt both this joy
and sorrow; we underwent a dual loss in the death of
Pius XII because he was both our father, and a source

of holiness in the Church, and we rejoice doubly be
cause in John XXIII two losses are restored.

But perhaps our experience may claim exception to
the general pattern of the death and life of the Popes.
Perhaps our sorrow has been keener in this present
loss than the dole of previous times. And perhaps our
joy, too, in the coronation of a new Pope has held a
new note of exultation. If this is so, it is due not to the
turbulence of our historical moment,so much as it is
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due to the men who have been our Holy Fathers. In

the Church as much as in any other earthly organiza
tion where men are the means of achieving an end,
greatness seems unhappily to be an exception rather
than a rule. But in our day we see this reversed in the
governing of the Church. The shadows which these
men cast are the shadows of giants. One man was born
an aristocrat, a Roman of the Romans, the other, a

peasant in the tradition of Pius X. Yet each shares in

the magnanimity, the greatness of soul, which alone
can shore up our world and restore peace to our hearts
and minds.

For most of us the memory of Pius XII is conjured

up best by his physical appearance. Tall, with the
gaunt face and figure of the ascetic, he bore about
himself always the air of a noble. Indeed, this nobility
was rooted in his very birthright: the Pacelli's, a family

of rank, had long served in the papal court. A grand
father, Marcantonio Pacelli, was Secretary of State for
the Vatican at the end of the nineteenth century: Pius'
own father was also a papal lawyer. Raised in such a
tradition, the Pope himself early became a familiar
figure in the ecclesiastical circles of Rome. Signifi
cant of his future position at the age of twenty-five,
Eugenio Pacelli enjoyed the unprecedented task of
conveying the official condolences of Leo XIII to the
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court of St. James at the death of Queen Victoria.
Indeed, when he was chosen Secretary of State some
ttventy-h\'e years later, for most of the Roman world
this step seemed to be an obvious one in the career of

one of the most promising churchmen of the present
time.

But with the decision of the conclave in 1939, Pius'

relationship ^vith the Church, which he had served
so faithfully, underwent a tremendous change. At

once, he became its prince and its principal servant.
Where before we had known Pacelli only as a vague

figure hovering in or around the Roman Curia, now
his face, his personality, his whole character became
familiar to each of us. By his title of Holy Father, we
gained the right as his children to know not only his

oflicial identity, but his private self as well. Our store
of knowledge included not only tales of his consum

mate skill as a diplomat, but anecdotes of his pet gold
finches as well. It was as our father that we heard him

declare the dogma of the Assumption; he was giving
paternal sanction to the belief of his teaching Church.

The years of Pius XII's pontificate were all troubled
ones, but twice during this period of alternate hot and
cold wars he called the church to official rejoicing

through his declaration of the Holy Year of 1950, and
the Marian Year of 1954.
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Pius XII was a man of our own moment. Because

of this, he was able to mark the history of the Church
with a character of our times. By his constant informal

speeches to the men and women who came in unend
ing pilgrimages to Rome and Castle Gandolfo,he was
able, as no previous Pope had been able, to give prac
tical application of Catholicism to almost every way
of life. In a single year he addressed conventions of
doctors,lawyers, geophysicists,laboratory technicians,
soldiers, policemen, first communicants, university
women, psychiatrists, and mothers-general of reli
gious communities. Seeing the peculiar difficulties
of the Eucharistic fast for the modern man's schedule,

he all but dispensed with this fast that more might

enjoy the privilege and graces of frequent commun
ion. Likewise, seeing the dichotomy which the mod

ern world seems to find between sanctity and prac
ticality, he canonized saints of our own time that we

might have fresh examples of the fruition of holiness
which is possible in every life.
The very multiplicity of the burdens which Pius

XII placed on himself seemed contradictory to his
physical appearance. How a man of such slight stature
could bear so much is beyond natural explanation. It
seemed as if the very dignity of the Church which he

governed enlarged his figure to make him capable of
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upholding the weight of his triple-crowned office.
Above all else. Pope Pius XII will be thought of as a
man who was somehow born above ordinary men.

The pomp, the glory surrounding the papal rule,
seemed in his case to be justly owing to him as a noble
man; no matter how much he came down to aid his

suffering children, he still stood as a leader above

them. A man of profound humility, Pius XII was still
the dignified prince of real temporal as well as spirit
ual power.
Yet, that Pius XII could not be thought of except as

an aristocrat oddly enough did not disturb the Ameri
can mind, usually so intent that democracy be recog

nized. Why, I cannot really say, unless, perhaps, that
the American love for this churchman was but the

reciprocal affection for him who had once said, on his

visit to this country in 1937 ..."I leave your country

with sorrow, and yet with gratitude in my heart to all
with whom I have come in contact." Perhaps at his
death our attitude is but a re-expression of his own;
we now have sorrowed, but there remains gratitude
for having known such a man.
And yet, our tribute cannot be to the dead alone,

for already we feel in John XXIII that same intensity
of holiness which alone can equip a modern Pope to
fulfill his function of paternity and holiness. Thus, as
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the year moves on, we look with expectation toward
a new Vatican, where the Church in council will con
tinue to teach us in the tradition which Pius XII so

radiantly enriched.
Sister Mary Humbert,O.P.'59

GODDESS OF A WORLD AT WAR

O modern Muse,O patroness of power,
Your melodies are grown cacophonous;
Parnassan prodigah throw down your lyre,
You desecrate the sign of Orpheus!
Why make pretension to Apollo's art

When you are truly bastard babe to Mars?
Harsh cannon is your only instrument.
Which thunders martial lyrics at the stars.
O wanton wench of wild,discordant song.

Be mute for but a single century.
And let the Fates weave kindlier design

Upon one fragment of Eternity:

Else,like Prometheus, may you be bound.
And 'ere these continents clash with epic force.

May eagle-men pluck out your haughty heart.
And to Olympus turn, once more,their course.
Catherine Silcock '60
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE
SOVIET UNION

N THE STORM of controversy and concern with

which Americans today view the Soviet Union, it is
all too easy to lose sight of the forest for the trees. Our
day to day newspaper reports almost force us to focus
our attention on the incident of the moment rather

than on the long-range and eventually decisive aspects
of our relationship. For example, in recent months
we have watched a number of short-term crises in
Soviet-American affairs. One was the loss of the Ameri
can aviators who weie forced down in Soviet Armenia.

Another (if it can be magnified into a crisis) was the
visit to this country of Anastas Mikoyan. Another was
the statements made by Senator Humphrey and the
branding of them by Khrushchev as falsification. Most
important has been the continuing crisis over the
status of Berlin. Each of these, no matter how in

trinsically important or infuriating, has been simply

a piece or two in the larger jigsaw puzzle. The basic
problem is one of gi eat potver opposition with over
tones of ideology.
Before the second World War there were seven

great powers in the world: the United States, Great

Britain, France, Germany, Italy, the Soviet Union,
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and Japan. At that time there was the possibility of
various compromises and combinations, of shifting
alignments, which had the effect of acting as shock
absorbers when a crisis arose. As a result of the

war, Germany, Italy, and Japan disappeared as great
powers; France sank from her position of prestige,
and even Britain lost rank. Today there remain only
two super-powers, both continental in character, the
United States and the Soviet Union. The result is that

every problem that arises in our troubled world in

evitably finds these two po^vers aligned against each
other. The opportunity for shifting sides and soften
ing the blow has been lost.

Thus a naked power relationship of two great states
faces the world. But that is not the ivhole of the story.

The naked power relationship is to some extent at

least clothed by a veneer of conflicting ideologies. We
are living in a century of ideologies so that it is often

hard to push beneath them. The essential thing to
realize is that all ideologies are opportunistic; they
have to alter themselves to fit the hard facts of any
given moment. Unless they did they would not persist.
It is easy to see this in the case of the Fascist-Nazi

ideology. I defy anyone to define the tenets of the

Fascists or of the Nazis. Mussolini posed as the author

of the article Fascism" in the Italian Encyclopaedia.
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I've read that article several times but I cannot recite
a coherent list of the beliefs of the Fascists. What I

have learned from it is that Fascism prided itself on
its opportunism (-vvhich it would prefer to call dynam
ism); at least it was honest enough not to claim that it
was the product of a scientific understanding of the

determined course of history. The same was true of

the Nazis. The early program of the party, which was
never officially revised, appears simply absurd if read
in connection with the actual deeds of the Nazis. The

strength of Mussolini and Hitler reposed in their
ability to shift their courses as the wind veered. Their

downfall came Avhen they miscalculated the new di
rection of the wind, or, to shift the metaphor, when
their overweening belief in their o^vn prowess led
them both to extend themselves far beyond the limits
of the possible.
Communism is different from the Fascist-Nazi

thinking in certain respects, though not necessarily
in the actions based on this thinking. The Commu

nists insist that their program stands on a carefully
and intellectually worked out understanding of the
forces of history. To them Karl Marx (with some

modifications added by Lenin) enunciated the final
doctrine; all that is necessary now is to let that doc
trine work itself out and lead mankind into the even133

tual and final classless society. There is thus for the

Marxists a quasi-religious canon of dogmas which
gives to Communism a spurious, objective, scientific,
basis.

I use the word "spurious" advisedly. If Karl Marx
were to emerge from one of the sumptuous Moscow
subway stations, he would have great difficulty in rec

ognizing the surroundings as the product of his brain.
It is true that a new society has been erected in Russia
far more competent materially than anything that
Russia knew before, but this society is hardly in line
with Marxist thinking. This is not particularly an at
tack on the Soviet leaders for hypocrisy. It could not
have been otherwise. Marx lived and wrote a hundred

years ago. The conditions of economic life in the 20th
century are far different from those of the 19th. Marx

could not conceivably have anticipated what has hap
pened, and many of his self-assured predictions have
proved wrong. The important thing to recognize is

that Communism varies from day to day, from place
to place, although the Communists are very reluctant
to admit this. What we have in the Soviet Union is a

command economy" in which the shifts of policy are

rationalized in terms of the holy canon of Marx and

Lenin. George Orwell in 1984 was not a bad prophet.
This being the case, those whose responsibility it
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is to deal with the Soviet Union are in the immensely

difficult position of having to reckon with an oppo
nent who can and does change his tactics from one
moment to the next while obtaining the consent of

his followers simply by saying that the old text is now

being properly interpreted for the first time. Only
two things are safely predictable. The first is that the
leaders of the Soviet Union are and will be very able
men. The second is that whatever the tactic, it will be

in opposition to the aims of the United States. I am

unceasingly grateful not to be in a responsible post in
the State Department.
Marshall Dill Jr.

cellophane
that's a cruel name

cellophane
when I was happy
the moon wore ribbons
Leatrice Angel'59
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THE OVEN AND THE BOOK
A Chinese Myth

'HEN God created the world, he thought it a
comfort to create living beings that would enjoy
and reflect the magnificence of his masterpiece, the
wonders of the heavens and earth. So, out of the extra

handful of soil he had remaining after placing each
planet in its orbit, he molded some shapes.
"Ah-ha, this being should have a body, otherwise
he might turn out to be an angel—I have too many of
those creatures around me already. But he must be
more agile and cleverer with his body than those beast

animals that crawl tinder the shadows of my creations.
Hmm ... that means he must stand erect, on two feet.

If I gave him four, he probably would trip over him
self and blame me for it. A head, I can't possibly dis
pense with the head—even the ant has one. Now,some
eyes to see my creation ... ah ... a nose ... so the
heavenly scent of roses and skunks will strike their
mark .. . and ears—can't miss the mighty roar of the
ocean and of the lions ... a mouth to receive the sub

stance of life. I wonder if a tongue is needed. Oh well,
I gave the monkeys tongues; besides, he has to taste the
pleasure in nectar and ambrosia. There, done!"

And God began to put these creatures into the
divine oven.

And it came to pass that he forgot to insert a few
minute particles of brains into the new being, so he
thought he would breathe that power in together with
the essence of life, when the being was done. But then,
God thought, these beings will not know me,nor even

recognize me. Well, they can learn. In fact, they have
a whole life-time to learn.

The intense fire of the oven began to bellow and
burn; and God walked aside to contemplate the
heavens. ..

When man, unable to complain about the scorch
ing pain, first awoke, God was breathing over him a
sigh of regret.

"Dear me, the heat in that fire was too zealous. I

must experiment with another batch. These poor
overdone people I shall put in the middle of the
earth so that they will be closer to my protection."
During the baking of the second batch, God tvas
especially cautious. Several times he calmed the heat,
now and then bending over the oven to find a hole in

order to peep to see if they were ready. Then he could
not bear it any longer seeing those first black people,
so he swung open the door, and brought forth a tribe
of pallid-faced men.

"Too raw! Oh dear! I must find some compensation
for them . .. Ah, I have it. I shall let them one day

become the most mighty race of men in the civilized
world. When the world has become sinful and has

turned away from me, these men shall have the tri
umph to lead them back to me."

So saying, he put a third tray of models in. The
fire was heaving a moderate warmth. In bettveen
heaven and earth, a pacific calm cheered all spheres.
Giant trees that supported the weight of the sky on
top of their tender branches, soft grass that was to
caress for centuries the bosom of the earth, lions and

skunks, whales and larks...in short, all creation, even

including the triumphal fallen angels of Lucifer's do
main, came to bow at God's most perfect creature—
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baked at the most moderate temperature, at the least
deficiency or excess of time.

God was pleased; so were the black and white men,
and the angels in heaven.The newest arrivals rejoiced
in the glory of God and blessed his fathomless magnifi
cence. And God decided to let them dwell in the best

part of the earth, which today is called Asia.
All done with creation, God relaxed for a brief

recreation in eternity.
God holds his universe as a careful author guards

his finest book. God, dear God, peering through his
eternally old spectacles, pointing with his almighty
finger, flips through the pages of his precious book,
which tickles his white moustaches into a merry smile.
He has written this book. He knows the beginning
and the ending, but he loves to review and speculate,

oftentimes turning back to the chapter on the oven,
and wondering if he should not have changed a few

details, or even wondering if the end of the book
should have a different outcome.

"Ah, my black children," turning to the middle

of the book, and looking down at his first batch of
people, "how are you enjoying these huge and exciting playgrounds I have set for you?"
Meanwhile, these inhabitants of the center of the

earth are thoroughly enjoying themselves as children
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to mighty mother nature. Their first awakening to
life shows them the glorious and the hideous mys
teries of the deserts, of the forests, the caves, the

waters. The roaring lions, the grunting rhinoceros,
the curious zebras, the swinging monkeys, the soaring
eagles to them are all brothers placed in the same

home to love, to fight and to exist. They run through
the jungle to chase a chimpanzee,or shrink back when

the sunlight sharply flashes on the glimmering surface
of a stone. All day long, they play and war, in fear of
nature, yet in love with it.

The oven really baked them too much. Even with
God watching over them so closely, they seem not to
know him aright. Oh,but everyone thinks he has seen

him, in the shadow that fell behind the tree at yester
night, or that hid among the tremendous sweep of
sand or in that trickster alligator whose fearfulness
no one dares to face, or in that shimmerina: streak of

lightning that struck down the neighboring tree.
"Poor people," God again sighs, "do I really seem
that stern to them? They dread those various forms

they think I appear in; yet, they love nature as their
mother anyway." And he smiles as he sees them gi-adu-

ally rising above nature, and looking up to heaven
for a more superior form of God.
Just around the corner, on the other side of the
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earth, God's ratv creatures have fallen in love with

civilization. God chuckles as he sees them so enam

ored by their centuries-long role of dominating the
world of politics and religion. They will not give it
up: they still want to carry the burden through the
rest of God's book; they wish to carry it like Indians
who know the art of balancing perfectly a basket of
bananas on their heads to and from market. Oh well,

it is better to have one race preserving peace and
civilization for the world than to have the rest mutu

ally destroying each otherl
God had intended civilization to be the mastering

of the knowledge which He had forgotten to insert
into the mind at the moment of baking—the knowl
edge of God and his creation, of how to live with
nature through God.The white men do try to achieve
this end, but in their sublime and praisable efforts,
they have exceeded a limit.

In the present chapter of their triumph, the white
man seems to glorify the man who subdues nature and
lives the farthest away from it, or the man who is so
independent of the mechanical, competitive society
that he completely ignores the idea that a man needs
his God. But God sees him, desperately trying to
excel, to come first, to beat even the speed of wind,
sound, and light. He knows of God, but he wants to
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be individual and strong, without the aid of God. He
knows God's creation, but he is far above all the rest,

and he must live up to that. He subdues nature.
Travelling, he comes down from a car; between his
feet and the original soil of the earth, there lie one
layer of concrete, a second of shoe sole, a third of the

bottom of his socks, and a fourth of workmanship and
labor. He is thus far removed from his mother, the

earth, and far superior to his brother, the rest of the
earth, and is civilized.

God is comforted, however, by a few who still recall

his presence, and search for his guiding finger among
coarse, rough oppositions.
God has been so busy reading the chapters on his
black and white men that suddenly he remembers
that he has not seen the perfect men for sometime.

Being very proud of his last batch, he sighs with relief
in coming around to the other side of the world to
see his joy reflect the magnificence of his creation.
People of Asia, tempered men, know that God is
perfect and so, they think, why bother to reason about
him? Since man hardly knows how to understand the

affairs of this earth, how is he to comprehend God?
He has to know how to lead a perfect life first. So he

leaves God alone, quite alone, and goes about preach
ing humanity to his neighbors. He is not yet God's
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perfect man,since he is not yet willing to acknowledge
him.

Still, the man of Asia bathes in the grandeur of
nature. He is the man baked at moderate tempera
ture. He has travelled the path of moderation that all
moderate men travel. And so he never lets nature con

quer him, nor indeed tries to overcome it. He is in

perfect harmony with all the laws of nature. He feels
the placidity or the turmoil, the laziness or the fer

vor of nature. Sun rays pass through a sieve of tree
branches, caressing each little leaf that graciously wel
comes their presence. A little boy hunting for mantis,
cicadas, or crickets brightens his spirit when he feels
the sun shining hot upon him. A gentle wind blows
through the rice fields; the tall stalks and the long
leaves wave to the farmer, who still walks on the cen

tury-old tvood pedal to water the plants. The farmer

too smiles thankfully at the sun, and gazing at his
crops, lets the breeze enwrap his body with a feeling
of refreshedness. When the rain comes, the peasant

drinks the drops of rain that falls on his mouth and
feels again a renewal of life and the mightiness of

nature. In time of dryness and famine, tired, scorched
feet search tired, scorched earth for resources. In time

of rain and plenty, energetic toes greet the cool, soft
mud in the intoxicated fields, feeling themselves
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rooted in the soil even more than those dahlias and
willows that dance with the wind.

All creatures are the tempered man's brothers. He
watches the relentlessness of the spider in spinning a
web, and learns that he too in life must with persever
ance fare his journey. He sees the busyness of the ants,
and thinks of the need of the brotherhood of mankind

to create a harmonious colony like these insects. He

shuns the oriole that forever is stealing the farmer's
grain. Beef is not eaten because cows are sacred ani

mals that help him to toil the fields; but as for pigs,

those lazy, covetous swine are fit for nothing but to

be butchered. He loves to fly with the speed of a swal
low, or run as fast as a horse. But he is contented to
be a man, who is the son of heaven and earth.

And God turns the page.

The three parts of the earth have begun to inter
mingle with each other. And the white men have

partly succeeded in the mission of their greatness. All
around the world, nature is stooping beneath the yoke
of human dignity. Civilization has instructed man to

rise to crush and to control the savage forces of nature
according to the will of man. Perhaps on the next
page, nature shall be created by man!

And it comes to pass that as God,seated in the tran

quil seat above all the mightiness of the universe,
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watches those little beings busily crawling in and out
of their dwellings, he says,"I wonder if I should revise
my book. I really should not have forgotten to insert

brains and knowledge before I baked them. Oh well,
this is undoubtedly for the best." And he smiles his
mysterious, supernatural smile as he glances at the
end of the book.
May Wang'60

VIGIL

December 31, 1956

Notby electric flare this New Year's Eve,
nor any loudness: Hungary mourns her dead
only by match-spurt set to candle wick
in window after window over the land

where hearts keep vigil. From the human hand
a circling wreath of golden quiet light
goes weaving dedication through that night
where armored tanks or torture spring less quick
for all their devil's work than candles prick

hope's gleam across the darkness—to retrieve
honor for all men's souls this watchful eve.

Sarah Wingate Taylor
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PSYCHOSIS OR PSYCHOLOGY

AST NIGHT I picked up a pamphlet lying on the
desk of a department manager in a large retail

IL^

store. The cover was vividly illustrated with grotesque
caricatures of Vanity, Greed, Fear. The literary

content was not, as one might expect, an epistle on
morality. "If you want to get a "Yes" on every sales

approach," the nationally circulated pamphlet read,
"remember people are motivated by many passions,
but particularly vanity, greed, and fear. Always play
up to these three emotions and you will be a Top
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Salesman." This is called Applied Psychology. A

science—originally developed to aid men to under
stand themselves and others better so that they might
be rational rulers of emotions and appetites—is dis
torted as a tool of commercial profiteering. Not only

is charity out of vogue in the American economic
sphere, but simple justice as well. Vanity and greed,
labeled by the "applied psychologist" as emotions,
are defined as vices in any ethics book.Thus,the secret
of success in the retail business can be reduced to the

simple statement: the skilled tempter rings a cash
register every time!
The merchant, the salesman, the consumer are ab

sorbed with an endless amassment of material goods.
The shoe salesman who boasted to me: "I am in high

demand and prosperous because I can sell shoes, not
because I fit them," has learned well his ABC's of

commercialism. Is this the capitalistic system we want
so desperately to save at cost of war? Is this the sacred
right of private property we expect the world to em
brace? I could not understand why the young univer
sity students of Poland, starved and demoralized be

cause of Communist paralyzing control, could hon
estly believe capitalism out of date, communist tactics
hateful but communism the only efficient economic

system. And, then I picked up the pamphlet. What
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answer do we have for these thoughtful, hurt young
men? Government guarantee of the inalienable right

of private property and freedom of enterprise is the
only way in which each man can properly establish his
relation to material goods and his fellow men: lands,
goods, and crafts are acquired and bettered by hard
work. The end result should be a sense of secure be

longing to the world in which he lives. A young man
should be able to define his situation and status and

independently direct his attention to any goal because
he can and is willing to work.
No, capitalism isn't out of date, but men seem to

think morality is old-fashioned. Man no longer sins,
but simply has "emotions." Perhaps, before Khrush

chev can realize his threats to conquer the "imperial
ists," Americans will have enslaved themselves. Unless

Americans practice a few "plus emotions" like justice
and love, we will soon fashion our own ruthless dic
tator—an economic dictator.

Kathleen Korn '59
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The young trees
Pulsing with life

Are exploding into bloom.
Their small white blossoms

Drink the morning sun,
And lift their tender faces

To the sweet, cool flow

Of the new spring air.

Branches long dead and stiff
With winter's icy blasts
Bend and sway, green
In the golden light.
Margaret Hanlon '62
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THE SABLE CAT

Steps in moonlight
Running foot-falls
Hurried cat-step
Hiding from trash-collectors
Drowners of kittens
Cat-hunters

Silver tracks along the lanes of night
Elusive tip of tail
Vanishing through narrow alleys
But one brief glance

At padded paw
A hurried glance

Then only footsteps
Over roof-tops
A whisper of warm fur
Crystal bones
Under bro-^vn-gold fur
Green sea-eyes
Night eyes

The velvet sound of padded steps
Cat-steps
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A scratch

Left by marble claws
Upon a pane of glass
A furrow

Warning to the ruby mice
That scuttle
Gold-dusted

Through corniced caverns
Into nests of flint

A tantalizing glimpse
Of eyes
Green eyes

Set deep within a chisled mask
Then darkness

And there is no light
Save that which pours
Yet disappearing as it pours
From tiny footprints
Still warm footprints
The green-gold footprints
Of the Sable Cat

Martha Martino '61
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MARGUERITE

YOOO-HOOO!" Marguerite calls the moment
she comes through the back door. Marguerite
doesn't have to call. We are always listening for her,
Mom and 1. We listen for the whine of the back-door

hinges. Marguerite's presence gives Mom the courage
to tackle the project for the day, be it cleaning the

basement, polishing furniture, or sorting "junk" in
the attic. 1 am looking forward to cake or cookies.
Marguerite always brings me some if she has baked
on Friday.
Marguerite has a delicate face. Her forehead is high,

and intelligent. Her nose is straight and neat—not
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pudgy nor obtrusive. Her eyebrows too are straight,
and fine. Her eyes are a little sunken and circled. She
is neither weighty nor wasted. Dad says she looks fed
on oatmeal. If the oatmeal made Marguerite solid, it
didn't make her grow. I decided Margtierite was cute
when I gangled into bltie-jeans and Dad's shirt at an
awk-ward thirteen. I pinned Marguerite up against
the wall and measured her. Five-two exactly. Mar
guerite showed me a snapshot of herself and Pete
once—tvhen they were first married. Her hair was so

blond it looked like a sun exposure. Now her hair is
honey-brown and kept ctirled by Toni.
Marguerite works hard and talks little while she is
working. But she hates to be alone. Mom always makes
sure one of us is in the house when Marguerite comes.
When I was small, if it were a question of going skat
ing on a Saturday afternoon and leaving Marguerite

alone, I would put off the skating until Sunday, and
without a whine. I loved to be with Marguerite. She

didn't tell me I had "dreamy" eyes, the kind boys like,
as Beuhlah, the colored maid at my girl-friend's hotise

told me. Marguerite's way of pleasing is more subtle.
She used to tell me with a shy smile, "The first day I
came to work for yotir mother, I didn't even know
there teas a baby in the house—you were so quiet."
Marguerite never forgets a birthday. Her presents
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are useful—dish towels or crocheted hot pads for
Mom, socks or shampoo for me, and socks for my
three brothers. Dad doesn't get a present from Mar

guerite because she senses rightly that he doesn't like
to have his birthdays remembered by anyone outside
the family.

On those Saturdays when I was very small, I used
to follow Marguerite around the house from room to
room in respectful atve of the miracles she works. Ours

is the livable house, with back issues of magazines col
lected on the radiators; books pidled from the book
case and casually planted by Mom for the benefit of
the one who will pick them up. The summer fan
would probably stay in the living room all winter if
Marguerite did not take it up to the attic in Septem
ber. She was as apt to find my dolls in my brothers'

room as in my own, if I had felt like playing some
where else.

Sometimes we have to call her up and ask where she
has "hidden" that record or that book. The only thing
that Marguerite never touches is Dad's desk in the

dining room. She knows how far she can carry her
zeal in curbing the family clutter.

Marguerite was not supposed to clean my room
when I came "of age," which was when I started grade
school. But if she had time, and Mom wasn't around,
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she would say to me,"Come on, Germainie,let's do it
together." I noticed that her red hand scratched when
I slipped mine into hers. Together we would dust. I

held the stepladder for Marguerite while she dusted
the ceiling lift and the door tops. I picked up my
paper dolls, and Marguerite vacuumed the rug. Pok
ing a rag between the radiators. Marguerite hums a
tune to herself. She even competes with the roaring
vacuum cleaner, though never raising her voice
above a low "mmnn." When the rug looks thoroughly
"scrubbed," and the ear-pounding vacuum cleaner
is clicked off, Marguerite's reassuring hum fills the
startling silence.

I used to wish that my dresses zippered down the
front like Marguerite's. I thought the big splashy
flowers on her dresses were elegant, even if they were
faded. When I was older, close to ten, I noticed that

Marguerite's dresses stick to her back at the end of the
day. In the closet where she hangs them after a day's
work, they leave a tvarm smell, not unpleasant but
salty.

Pete does not like Marguerite to work. He thinks
she should stay home—"That's where a woman be

longs"—though their family was all raised by the time
Marguerite came to us. Sometimes, when Pete decides

to take a day oE, Marguerite calls to tell Mom she
can't come today.
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Marguerite, after nineteen years, is still uncomfort
able at the table with us. Our table manners are the

same, after all. Except, as I was impressed to notice
when I first began to hold my milk with one hand,
she crooks her little finger over her half-sandwich—
an elegance which I hastened to imitate.

Marguerite and Pete keep a tiny chicken house and
a garden behind their home. Though Mom buys our

eggs at the store, and keeps the refrigerator fidl of
vegetables in season. Marguerite insists on quietly
slipping fresh eggs from her hens into the cardboard
egg cartons, and leaf lettuce and tomatoes from her
garden into the vegetable bin.

Around five o'clock I would be standing first on

one foot, then on the other, waiting impatiently to
take Marguerite home. It is hard to get Marguerite

out of the house—even harder than getting her to eat.
She always has to do "one more thing."
"I.et me shake this rug, Mrs. Slattery."
"Just one more shirt for your daddy, Germainie."
Then Mom has to pack Marguerite's shopping bag
full of left-overs and stale bread for the chickens.

Then through downtown, over the river, past the
Capitol up there on the hill, over the railroad track,

and at last (bump!) into the hole in Marguerite's
street again, and here we are at Marguerite's house.
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We get out of the car and Marguerite shows Mom

the rose that opened yesterday, and I give the big
rooster in the chicken coop some stale bread.
Sometime after Christmas, after Easter and

Mother's Day, Mom's neglected plants go home with
Marguerite to get revived. Marguerite's porch is
flooded with African violets on coffee table and chairs;

pots of shiny-leafed, dark-leafed, green and red-leafed

and transparent white and purple-veined plants in all
the windows. There is Mom's Christmas poinsettia,
hibernating until next Christmas. And out in the gar

den, Mom's birthday geranium plant has "dropped
in" with Marguerite's roses. My Confirmation pansies
are still blooming violet, yellow and blue, and grow
thicker every year.

Once, when I had made up my mind to run away
because my mother was "too mean," Mom packed my
toothbrush and pajamas, and I went home with Mar
guerite. I fed the chickens and talked to Pete. Pete is

older than Marguerite because he has gray hair on the
sides of his head, and no hair at all on top. I could see

the big lines of his chest pushing out his T-shirt, and
his arms had the "bicep bulge" that my brothers in
high school talked about.

Marguerite's cooking was not at all like Mom's. We
had cake for dessert at dinner—no French salad or
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fruit as at home. Marguerite didn't make me eat an

egg for breakfast. We had pancakes and jam—heavy,

thick pancakes that I could feel in my stomach until
lunch time. And potato pancakes for lunch.
Marguerite and I went to Mass Sunday morning.
When we came home Pete was sitting on the front

stoop in his undershirt, with a can of beer."My medi
cine," he grunted, with a poke at my fat, little-girl
ribs. Marguerite scolded him in a matter-of-fact voice.
"You didn't go to church, Pete." She went in to start

breakfast."Go to church? For women," Pete grunted.
In the kitchen Marguerite said to me,"Pete worked
too long in the mine, Germainie. You musn't listen

to him." Kind Marguerite, gentle Marguerite, never
forcing her will on anyone. She doesn't have to; you

want to help her, please her. All except Pete, that is,
and Marguerite understands. She cannot kill a bug.

Marguerite. She chases spiders outside, or just says,
"shoo!" and shakes the mop. It was Marguerite who
taught me to say "Lady-bug, lady-bug, fly away
home..."

Marguerite and Mom are like sisters. Sometimes

they talk confidentially, and Marguerite tells Mom

how stubborn Pete is. Together they figured out how
to get Pete to tolerate the new Westinghouse which
Marguerite had bought with money she saved from
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us over the years. Pete, outraged to come home from
work one day and find a dangerous looking machine

in place of his little red ice-box, opened it, expect
ing it to explode. It was bare except for a case of his
Falstaff on the high shelf. He had to admit it never was
so cold in the old ice-box. They kept the Westinghouse.

Now we have moved to Phoenix. My Dad's asthma
is better there. And the house in Des Moines was too

big for Mom—with all the boys away in college. A
family with three boys and a little sister, like us, has
moved into "672 Polk." Marguerite was going to quit
work after we left, but the Coxes begged her to stay.
Marguerite finds it hard to say no. Besides her little
home needs a new rug, though Pete doesn't think so.
She tvrites that the Coxes are very nice to her. They
take her home sometimes, as we always used to do—so

she doesn't have to change her dress and put her hat
on for the buses.

Sometimes I think of Marguerite's "Yoo-hooo, any
body home?" and wonder if she calls that way to the
Coxes, and if they listen for her as we used to. And if

she brings the little girl the same oatmeal cookies,
thick and chewey, that she used to bring me.
Germaine Slattery '61
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WHY IS NORIKO'S way OF LIFE
IN PAINTING

(Translated literally from Japanese)
'Why is Noriko's way of life in painting? Paintings
bring Noriko beautiful, refreshing surprises. And
while painting, a supernatural-like power works to
gether with Noriko. Another reason why is the curi
osity to discover what joy the next painting will offer.
'Noriko paints through paintings, a "something,"
inexpressible with words or behavior. This is Noriko's
life. Noriko is grateful.'

EETING Noriko Yamamoto is a completely
stimulating experience. Of Japanese birth,
with small figure, black short hair, and lively move
ment, her appearance is a striking one. She is well
known in San Marco, heart of creativity at Domini
can, as its exotic and distinguished instructor. Occa

sionally one is made uneasy by the directness of her
words which tell of an unquestionably strong will.
Her active person impresses as well as her charming
manner.

An artist through inheritance, Noriko's great
grandfather was an outstanding Japanese painter dur

ing the Edo Era. His paintings are kept at Uyeno Art
University and the Imperial Museum in Tokyo.
Noriko's own education goes back to her childhood
in Japan and Honolulu. She likes to recall the exten

sive training given by her father when she ^vas just
five. There she met discipline and Zen philosophy.
Discipline came as she remained quiet for at least one
hour every day, usually before breakfast. Seated on a

mat, alone in an empty room, she meditated. During
the day, her father led her in further work: number

less exercises in calligraphy and the copying of old
mastei's' drawings.

Noriko has ahvays had a keen interest in the life of
art. She entered an international contest for students
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in Honolulu at the age of twelve and won the first

prize. She won another prize at the Nippon Watercolor Exhibit at fifteen. In 1951, she came to the

United States to study art and French at Dominican
College. Then she entered the California College of

Arts and Crafts where her serious study in oil, pottery
and serigraphy began. Her paintings collected num
bers of awards in several state-wide exhibits, Japanese
exhibits, art festi^'als and state fairs. Meanwhile she
studied with Richard Diebenkorn and I.eon Goldin,

two well-knotvn Bay Area teachers and artists. An in

nate oriental approach was reinforced under the di
rectives and teaching of Sabro Hasegawa, famous

Japanese abstract calligraphcr. Noriko had the great
opportunity of studying under the internationally
acclaimed Italian painter, Afro. Her work has been
exhibited at Gump's Gallery and very recently at the
Bolles Gallery, where observers saw in young Noriko
the qualities of a true painter.
Noriko's art is unquestionably one of strength and
delicacy. Her paintings reveal a great deal of her east
ern origin, and her personal and intimate feelings
transfer themselves to the canvas and paper upon
which she works with a clarity all too seldom seen in
contemporary paintings. Feeling intensely, expressing

deeply through color, the dexterous touch of Noriko
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sets the canvasses aglow with greyed harmonies, the
duskiness of blue mist, a blaze of cerise fused with

purple patches. All seems to live in complete har
mony, harmony imbued with the appearance of na
ture, as understood by the oriental traditions. As
Noriko explains, she "like to feel the oneness of

things through painting, . . . You and I, Earth and
Heaven, Ice and Water...."

Looking at Noriko's impressive canvasses, one im
agines moving ocean waves, or hears passages of som
ber Beethoven with high pitched Japanese sounds, in
the crisp accents of forms over rich color areas.
Noriko's abstractions, very sincere, are alive with
color bespeaking mood and motion, mounting shapes
and vivacity of design in space. Both the intellect and

the emotions are united in complete harmony, giv
ing Noriko's paintings the mark of great artistic
achievement.

France de Mercey '59

Yesterday I took a walk and found a full-blooming
acacia tree.

Its joyous bundles of teasing yellow trembled round
me.

I must take a bit of this wonder into my room,
thought I;

Cutting a branch I happily went home.
The next day it made a bad smell and died.

My God,
Where is my rest?

The hill was not so steep

Now I go left, to right to left, to right,left
round, round

My God?
Leatrice Angel'59

SPLIT-UP PERSONALITY

Among the myriad problems which college life
presents to the average freshman girl, perhaps the
most perplexing is that of dwindling financial re

sources and mounting expenses. This, at least, was
my major source of mental stress. The principal diffi
culty in my adjustment to college life lay not in ac
quiring the vices of the seasoned upper classman, but
only in paying for them.
The obvious solution was to find a job. The mere
idea, hotvever, sent odious shivers rippling up and
down my spinal column. I had worked before, during

the summer months, and my previous occupations
had been something less than edifying. For example,
I had whiled away one blissful vacation up to my
elbows in dishwater; this highly specialized occupa
tion went under the misnomer of "Fountain Girl."

But nobody tvanted me to make sodas; all they wanted
was a charwoman!

Another summer I attempted child care, better
known as "indentured servitude for juvenile misan
thropes." The "child," which was aptly listed in

the "Help Wanted" column by a desperate mother,

turned out to be six precocious sadists, aged eighteen
months to ten years. I still carry scars.
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My most recent part-time job had been in the candy
concession of a local theater, where the primary re

sponsibility was to prevent voracious patrons from
stealing popcorn. No wonder I had grown cynical!
But the fact was that my parents could no longer
afford to endow me with those little niceties that are

so much a part of higher education: cigarettes, coffeemoney, a new automobile, a simulated fur coat. I
realized that I must shoulder the responsibility of
financing these necessities, independent of parental
reimbursement.

Whatever prompted me to seek employment in a

department store is still a riddle. It must have been
some romantic urge to meet the public,coupled either
with abysmal ignorance or wild desperation. At any

rate, I set out doggedly on a drab autumn morning
and shoved my way inside the swinging glass doors
with an air of morbid resignation.

"Could you direct me to the personnel manager?"
I asked a disheveled woman standing near the lingerie
counter.

"How should I know?" she retaliated, wielding a
boned corset indignantly aloft. "I don't work here!"

Mortified, I was considering giving up the whole
idea, when a greasy gentleman of diminutive stature
bustled out of what appeared to be an office door.
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With renewed courage, I slid one size nine saddle shoe
deftly in his path.
"Pardon me, sir, but could you tell me who inter

views the part-time employees in this establishment?"
"If you mean,'Who does the hiring,' I'm him," he
responded with cold formality, extricating himself
from a display of nylon stockings into which he had
careened. "Boy, do you have big feet."
"I am desperately in need of a job," I confessed.

"Well, ■^vbat experience have you had?"
"Let's not delve into my personal life," I replied,
interpolating a touch of campus humor. He emitted
a testy chuckle and ushered me into his private office.

"What are your qualifications?" he asked, after we
had seated ourselves on two cardboard boxes. "Have

you done any selling? Marking stock? Making signs?
I looked at him blankly.
"Ever decorated windows?" he asked in desperation.
I shook my head. He rose to leave.

"But I'm willing to work for practically nothing,"
I cried. He brightened considerably.
"How's seventy-five cents an hour sound to you?"
"Marvelous!" I lied.

And so I embarked upon a netv'^ career and began a
dual life which was to be fraught with unforseen chal
lenges and filled with opportunities for brilliant vic
tory and blatant failure.
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The first obstacle lay in acquiring the accepted

sales' techniqtie. The personnel manager ^vas kind
enough to outline a grossly-ot'ersimplified five-point
program, to acquaint me tvith the fundamentals of
the subtle art of salesmanship:

1. Be friendly; develop a perpetual patronizing
leer.

2. Be self-reliant; never ask questions of other
clerks (they probably don't know the answer
anytvay).
3. Maintain the customer's confidence; never ad

mit that you don't know what you're doing.
4. Be courteous; remember that the customer is

always right, no matter hotv obnoxious she
may be.

5. Never permit the customer to leave the store
without making a purchase.
My employer neglected, however, to include sev
eral vital factors, indispensable to the above-men
tioned program. Of primary importance is the fact
that one must be able to run faster than the other

sales clerks(who work on a commission basis) in order

to get a customer in the first place! Secondly, one
never turns one's back on a customer, or one will find

another clerk waiting on her when one turns around.

And finally, a salesperson never admits that she does
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not have a garment in the customer's particular size;
on the contrary, she either switches the label on the
dress in question, or convinces the patron that the
garment can easily be let out, taken in, shortened,

lengthened, or remade entirely if necessary.
Within a month,I had accomplished this much,but
my double life tvas still not running smoothly. There

remained the academic problem of maintaining a de
cent grade point average while reaping the benefits

of my lucrative occupation. This alone would not
have been so difficult had I not felt that it was a

matter of prestige to carry on a booming social life,

while at the same time, participating in every con
ceivable extra-ctirricular activity on campus.
By midterm week, I had become atvare of the fact

that my battery was running lotv and my thyroid was
not hitting on all its cylinders. By finals, I was con
vinced that my real challenge was not in supplying
myself with the luxurious appendages of higher edu
cation, but only in remaining a part of higher educa
tion at all!

My parents' benevolent concern was transformed

into mounting rage. "A well-rounded education is
one thing," said my mother, "but this is complete
mayhem!"

Father stood staunchly behind her. "You have
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turned our tranquil home into utert chaos," he said.
"Something has got to go!"

"Something has already gone," I countered. "I
haven't opened a book in two months!"
"Something else has already gone," mother con
cluded in a tone of finality,"Our patience!"
This ultimatum wotdd have been bearable had I

not previously come to the discouraging realization
that my business venture was rapidly defeating its own
purpose; I was spending money faster than I was earn

ing it. My employer had neglected to inform me that
a job itself entails numerous added expenses, includ
ing such items as: a wardrobe of white blouses and
dark skirts, several pairs of comfortable, low-heeled
shoes, lunch-money on Saturdays, dinner-money on
Fridays, and coffee-money every day.

My friends, who had at first displayed reverent awe
at my new-found occupation, now looked at me with

ill-concealed pity. Some offered sympathetic, if badly
timed advice.

"Why don't you try dropping a few units next
semester," one of them suggested. "Not everyone
graduates in four years, you know."

"Maybe you should transfer to night-school," an
other girl interjected. "The commute to San Fran
cisco can't be as bad as they say."
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One even went so far as to suggest I cut down on
my social life."Men are such bores, anytvay," she said,
without conviction.

My professors also showed kindly concern. One of
them called me into her office for a conference the day
before Christmas vacation. When I arrived, she was

bent over a pile of final examinations and was study

ing one with a mingled expression of disbelief and
horror. I recognized the child-like hand^vriting as my
own. She silently indicated a stiff-backed chair and
then rose to gaze out the window; the only sound was

that of a dry branch scratching against the window
pane.

Finally she turned, and instead of delivering the

anticipated invective,she spoke in a disarmingly quiet
tone."There is one question that I feel, in conscience,
I must ask you," she said."When you came to college,
what was your ultimate objective—to further your
education, or to augment your financial resources?"
Now, at the end of my junior year, I am a poorer,
but a wiser woman.
Catherine Silcock '60
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SPRING AT A FANJEAUX WINDOW

T WAS one of those balmy spring days, warm in the

middle and crisp around the edges, ^vhen the virus
hit me. Spring fever ran through my veins and ren
dered me totally useless. With a stack of assignments

due, and washing and mending dire necessities, I
flopped down on my bed, opened the window and
stared out. Never before had the beauty of the vietv

from room 326, Fanjeaux, held me so enthralled. I
propped myself up on my pillow and surveyed my
kingdom.

Directly below me lay brown, cloddy earth, tilled,
but still waiting to nourish the green that would hide
its bareness. Cement bulkheads, cold and gray, gave a

hard,calculating look to the earth around it. Just then

the silvery glare from the sun hit the plates of glass on
the Pennafort patio, scattering beams of light on the
patterned cement. Above the patio a ripple of laughs
split the afternoon calm and I looked upward. There,
in a position very similar to my own, a curly head was
hanging precariously out the window. Conversation

proceeded full force between upstairs and down, via
the outside windows.

From behind Pennafort came wafts of fragrance,
delicately scenting the afternoon. Plum and acacia
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trees, in white and gold glory, dotted the hillside and

with the aid of my imagination, it was transformed
into a forest fairyland. The whole atmosphere, beau
tiful because men had made it so, seemed beautiful

because it tvas still and calm and seemingly ununtouched. Quite a contradiction I knew, yet this

scene, a signature of Spring, looked as if it had been
here for centuries.

I pulled at a twig of ivy creeping along my tvindowsill and found I had started a chain reaction. Before I

knew it, I had a full five feet of crackling brown ivy

stems dangling from my grasp. The new leaves had
not yet found their ^vay from the moist buds. I looked
across the court to the other side of Fanjeaux and saw
the ivy below me stretched in a net-like web over every

foot of the building. As I sat entranced looking out
my window, my roommate, who told me she had been
yelling at me for a full two minutes, grew desperate

and poured a half glass of cold water on my head. It
trickled down my cheek and some of it caught my
tongue. Sliding down, it felt cool and refreshing, and
brought me back to the present. I agreed to open a
history book, but instead of studying, I stared at the
page, seeing only the green freshness that Spring had
shed upon the world outside my window.
Gayle Charles'61
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BECOMING AND BEING

ACK in 1918 the college campus consisted of
' Meadowlands alone. Through the years the col

lege has been grooving, changing, becoming and all
the while being. New buildings have been con
structed, barns and garages and even a quonset recon
structed, and old residences and estates acquired. Now

in this academic year of 1958 the campus has been
further changed by two new buildings: Caleruega,
the college dining hall, and Pennafort, a netv student
residence. The names reflect the history of the Do

minican Order as so many names on campus do:
Caleruega in Old Castile where St. Dominic Guzman
was born; Pennafort both after St. Raymond of Pen
nafort, great canonist and scholar of the Order, and

after Mother Mary Raymond, former Mother Gen
eral of the San Rafael Dominicans ivho did much to

set high the ideals of the College and,indeed, brought
the college to maturity.
Buildings are not, of course, everything; they are

important to a college only in so far as they provide a
center to which students may come to learn and in so
far as they offer inducement to the process of learning.
Neither Caleruega nor Pennafort are precisely aca
demic buildings; but learning on the Dominican cam175

pus has never been confined to the classroom; learn
ing goes on in the give and take of conversation car
ried into the Grove, along the paths, and into dining
hall and residences. Netvman somewhere says that

every college has its own particular "genius," its
own guiding spirit and individual atmosphere. The
"genius" of the Dominican College is perhaps just
this merging of the formal and the informal, the
subtle blending of the old with the new: the ancient
Dominican tradition of truth unites with the best

in modern education; on campus tall gnarled trees

spread their branches over patches of netv spring
flowers; Meadowlands, Edgehill and Benincasa hap
hazardly but harmoniously blend with Guzman and

Fanjeaux. Now Pennafort and Caleruega, built of
redwood and brick and concrete, seem not to obtrude;

they have already an air of belonging.
Caleruega is almost part of the terrain: the line of
the roof follows and emphasizes the line of the hills

behind. From inside the building, one looks out the
large windows to the green of surrounding trees and
meadow. Pennafort, though large and light and mod
ern, does not seem particularly new or institutional.

It is perhaps the wood, the brick, and the patios that
give a sense of warmth and openness. In the first weeks
one listened to the comments: "Oh, such beautiful
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views from all the windows.""I like the great chande
lier that follows the curve of the stairway." "Look, a
really comfortable chair in each room and Hollywood
beds, and big enough closets; oh, and a shower and
double basins." These comforts, though not essential
to college, have tended to make life more civilized:

voices have quieted, the pace has slowed down and
student learning has grown pleasanter. The great St.

Theresa said that one prays better when one is com
fortable; so we have found with studying; one studies
better in comfortable surroundings. For them, we are
deeply grateful.

EVENINGS IN PENNAFORT

Pennafort has provided during the year a lovely
setting for guest speakers to the campus. With the
material growth on campus there has also been a
cultural growth. This year there has been an earnest
endeavor to make culture a more integrated and in
formal part of student life. With this in view, guest

speakers and students converged in the Pennafort
lounge. Students came because they wanted to come,

and stayed for the same reason. The programs have
been interesting and varied.
One of the first of our Friday night speakers was
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Elizabeth Reid, an Australian member of the Grail
movement. Miss Reid has been the editor of a Hong

Kong newspaper and is now working with the United
Nations in a consultative status with the Economic

and Social Council. She is presently making a lecture
tour for the Grail Movement. She spoke about Com
munism in the world and the urgent need for an

awareness of its dangers. She particularly stressed the
role that women must play and emphasized that every
woman has a place in the world as a lay apostle—and
this, of course, is the aim of the Grail Movement

which she represents. We may have forgotten some
of the facts and stories which Miss Reid told us but we

shall not forget her message nor herself for she radi
ated goodness and was an example of all she advocated.

Another enjoyable Friday evening was spent listen
ing to the well-known Bay Area poet, Eric Barker,
reading his own and other poets' works. Mr. Barker's

poetry,catching up the mountains and the wild life of
Big Sur, the rugged coastline of Carmel, and the fog
of San Francisco, is contained in two collections:

Directions in the Sun and In Easy Dark. Mr. Barker

was within a few days leaving for England, which he
had not visited for thirty years. He wrote back to us:

"I hope when I return from my native land, I shall be

lucky enough to have you ask me over again. There
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may be a few new poems in my pocket—I hope so—and
one about that memorable Friday evening."
We are grateful to the International Relations Club

for sponsoring the noted University of California pro
fessor, Dr. Fernando Alegria. Dr. Alegria, himself
from Chile and a professor of Spanish-American Lit
erature, gave a brilliantly lucid discussion of the rise
of modern Chile and its role in world affairs today.
This was of special interest for us since Dominican
College represents Chile in the Model United Nations
this year.

Lent began on campus with a retreat given by
Father Hilary Carpenter, O.P., former provincial of
the English Province of the Dominican Order. In

closing the retreat. Father Carpenter spent an in
formal evening at Pennafort—at first answering ques
tions which had arisen during the retreat; then, just

talking and telling stories of his travels, and in the
end even singing for us. We had sensed that Father

Carpenter was a holy and great man; now we satv the
keen humor that had only glimmered behind retreat
conferences.

Among the other illustrious international guests

was Miss Kyllikki Palmquist, Swedish psychologist
from the University of Stockholm. Miss Palmquist is
in America on a three months' grant to study the
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psychological problems of deaf children and Ameri
can methods of teaching the deaf. Her interest in

psychology is paralleled by her interest in literature.
She read for us a paper on "The Psychological Conflict
in the Novels of Graham Greene," which she had

originally written for students at the University of
Stockholm primarily to combat Protestant misunder
standings of Graham Greene and the Catholic Faith as
he represents it in his novels. Her analysis of Greene
was profound and stimulating. Students left that eve
ning determined to read or reread the novels of Gra

ham Greene; perhaps, also, with a deeper apprecia
tion of their own faith.

Then there was the evening in March when the
French students entertained in Pennafort some

twenty of Les Cadets de France. Suddenly the French
Department and integrated culture took on a new
glamour.
So Pennafort this first year has made its contribu
tion not only to student living, but to the academic

and the cultural. With all the changing and the be
coming, the emphasis is still on being: "Not so much
what you do, but what you are."
Teresa Schwaegler '59
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TWO COLLEGE TYPES
I.

Debora,like her name,a "busy bee,"
Flits down the hall and into class with glee.
She wings into the middle seat, front row.
Smiles at the prof,and fills the class with woe:
For out"of all sad words of tongue or pen"
Saddest are these: Debora's here again.
Debora the wonder,genius, the brain,
IQ endowed with Einsteinian strain.
She carries nineteen units, audits four.

On weekends corresponds for seven more.
Her classwork's always full, completed,done
And handed in before you've yet begun.
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The conscientious student, full of drive:
Asked for two hundred tvords,she turns in five.

A question posed: it's always she who speaks;
You'd swear she's read three books and six critiques.
Come test time she's an average raising fright:
Of eighteen essays, she'll get nineteen right.
Besides, then do an extra to dispell
The seven seconds left before the bell:

Which means she gets an A,and in descent
You miss a C with ninety-nine per cent.
She never cuts,she's never late, and when

Beset with illness, drags in even then.
It makes no difference: sinus, cold or flu,

She'll show up yet and pass it on to you;
Primed with aspirin,lozenges, and gauze
You see her there a martyr to the causeAs long as she can crawl she can attend;
On her grave they'll carve: "A Student to the End."

And do you hate her?—Yes,indeed you do.
And wish her elsewhere?—Oh,if it were true!

For all the trials of life you'd bear with joy.
If only God'd let Debora be a boy.
Rita Goldman '60
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II.

Blush now, my Muse—I'll paint with words at once
The portrait of the common campus dunce;

Duncissiyna campi, that scourge of thought
Who thinks an education can be bought.

"I've paid my fees," cries she."It can't be true

"That I'm required to pay attention too!"
For her, ideas have no consequence:

Philosophy's dethroned by "common sense."
History's a bore, English such a grind;
She throws away the fruit and eats the rind.
Small wonder that her thoughts are all the same—
Her library consists of A untie Mame.

She holds the chance for knowledge in her hand.
Yet scorns the truth she cannot understand.
Professors! I am oft inclined to doubt

Your wisdom to cast pearls before her snout.
Who only licks them up to spit them out.
Susan Rigsbee '59
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STELLA AND THE FIRST GRADE

jV IOW,First grade, because Jonathan got a red star
i ^ on his number paper, he will get to pick out to
day s story. Let's be as quiet as Chewy Churchmouse

while he picks out the storybook. Isn't this nice, Jona
than chose Frosty The Snowman. Everyone who
knows what a snowman is, raise your hand. Wonder

ful! Look at this picture of all the boys and girls just
like you playing in the snow ..."

And on through another exciting adventure in the

triumphs and tribulations of Frosty and the first grade
literature lesson.

One hectic hour later, rushing discoordinately into
my Renaissance Poetry class, I attempted to excuse my
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tardiness, "I'm sorry, Miss Taylor, just as the school

bus was coming, Regina dropped her thermos and
the cup rolled under the radiator. Well, by the time—
Regina? Oh she's one of my children—in my first
grade, I mean ... O—yes, pardon, me,yes, I'll sit down
and explain after class."

Sinking into my seat, I delved into the bottomless
pit of my purse with my right hand while flipping my
binder open to the Renaissance Poetry with my left
hand. Strange, this section was filled with anecdotal
records, not an outline of the subject matter of
Astrophel and Stella.I asked Sue in a stage whisper

for some of her paper. But suddenly conscious of Miss
Taylor's withering glare, I hastily dated the back of a
lesson plan for teaching "Many Rides in the pieprimer.

As Miss Taylor explained the difference between
Platonic transcendental love and the Aristotelian idea

of immanent beauty, I found myself transported back
into this morning's reading lesson. How in the world
could I get Tommy to see the difference between the
words ynade and make? Involved in this philosophical
question,a nudge in the ribs awakened me to—
"Miss Slevin, Miss Slevin! Did Sidney use the

Petrarchian or Shakespearian form of argument in
Sonnet thirty-eight?"
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"Sonnet thirty-eight? I'm a little confused, I know
it had fourteen lines—"

A disgusted utterance of "Miss Rigsbee" broke
into my chatter. This interpolation conjured up a
firm resolution to remain in the realm of Renaissance

Poetry. For fifteen minutes I took careful notes in my
best first grade manuscript then, pondering over
Stella's influence on Sidney's career, I happened to
notice the word Stella contains S plus tell plus a\ a
wonderful teaching find. My resolution failed as my
mind wandered back to the first grade.
At the end of forty-five minutes on this mental see
saw,I closed my binder,smearing my blouse with ditto

ink from my unit material. Wandering into Guzman's
main hall to wend my way to a conference on teaching
music in the first grade, I decided that Stella was an
ennobling influence in Sidney's career while simul
taneously concluding that teaching the word Stella to

my slow group would not be very meaningful.
It's strange that my friends act as if they think I
might be getting simple-minded. Really, I'm only try
ing to pass the first grade and get my B.A. at the same
time.

K.S.'59
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPRING

STOPPING by Anne Hathaway, I see three flower
ing plum trees, snow goddesses ruling their petty
kingdoms. Their subjects, shoots of grass and nar

cissus and daphne, peek through the edge of the
brown moist earth.

I listen for another dimension to Spring's beauty,
that of sound. The brook, welcoming my offer of

friendship, whispers secrets about happenings up
stream. A persistent bee buzzes a note of discord near
my ear.

He need not discourage my appreciation of nature
because I can only do so—achoo—in small doses.
Catherine Bennett'62
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PATRONS

AfFolter Brothers, Butchers, San Francisco

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Airone, Gait

Mr.and Airs. John Antongiovanni, Bakersfield
Barney's Drive-In Shoes, San Rafael

Borden's Marin County Milk Company,San Rafael
Mr.and Mrs. William Bowler, Cebu, Philippines
Brunner's Cleaners, San Rafael

Butterworth Tobacco Company,San Rafael
California Bakery, San Rafael
Campion-IVard Pharmacy, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Centoni, Livermore
Cheda Estate, San Rafael
Class of 1959
Class of 1960
Class of 1961
Class of 1962

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Clerou, Bakersfield

Clervi Marble Company,San Francisco
Coca-Cola Bottling Company,San Rafael
Mr.and Mrs. Joseph S. Concannon,Livermore
Mr.and Mrs. John M.Condon,San Anselmo
Corey's Restaurant,San Rafael

Mr.and Mrs. Joe G.Crivello, Monterey
Mr.and Mrs. Rupert R.Bade,Fairfax
Mr.and Mrs. William F. Davison, Monterey
Dominican College Alumnae Association, San Rafael
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Mr.and Mrs. Clare James Doran,San Francisco

j

Mr.and Mrs.John F. Dougherty, Monterey

^

Mr.and Mrs. Wm.A.Emerson,San Diego

j

Mrs. Louise Farrell, Millbrae

First National Bank,in San Rafael and throughout Marin
Foster's Freeze, San Rafael

i

|

!

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Francis Flynn, Los Angeles
Giampolini and Company,San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. William Gissler, San Francisco

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J. Grady,San Rafael
Mr. and Mis. Charles J. Graham,Sacramento
The Griddle, San Rafael

Mr.and Mrs. Edward J. Hall,San Francisco
Mrs. Marie Hanlon,San Rafael

Henry Hess Lumber Company,San Rafael
Mr.and Mrs. T.J. Hosinski,South Pasadena
Floy's Television 8c Music Store,San Rafael
Independent Journal, San Rafael
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Kahler,Sacramento

Mr.and Mrs. Raymond E. Karp,San Marino
Mr. and Mrs. James Kearns, Represa
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Kelly, Larkspur
Mr.and Mrs. Albert E. Kloehn,San Francisco

Mr. and Mrs. John J. Korn,San Rafael
La Fargue Laundry,San Rafael

Mr.and Mrs. William J. Lucas,San Francisco
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Lucas Valley Dair)', San Rafael
Mr.and Mrs. William J. Mahaney,Atherton
Mr. and Mrs. Pietro Maiorana, Monterey
Manana Restaurant,San Rafael

Marelli's Shoe Repair,San Rafael
Marin Drive-In Cleaners,San Rafael

Mayfair Dress Shop,San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs.J. E. Mazzini, San Rafael
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas H. McGuire, Berkeley
Frederick Meiswinkel, Inc., San Francisco
Mr.and Mrs. Peter F. Mitchell, Ross

Mohrdick Electric Company,San Francisco
J. Phillip Murphy,San Francisco
Robert J. Neilan,San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nevin, Napa
Dr. A.J. Nicolai and Family,San Rafael
The Nut Tree, Vacaville
Mr.and Mrs. William O'Connor, Belvedere

Mr.and Mrs. F. Whitney Olson, Hillsborough
Dr.James Pelfini and Family,San Rafael
Mrs. Martin Peters, Los Angeles
Peterson-Cobby Company,San Francisco
Philip's Florist,San Rafael

Mrs.J.Stanley Quinn,San Mateo
William A. Rainey and Son,San Francisco
Regal Roofing Company,Inc., San Francisco
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Mrs. Helen Rigsbee, Kentfield
San Rafael Chamber of Commerce,San Rafael

Mr.and Mrs. L.J.Schwaegler,Yakima,Washington
Mrs. Frances Scott, Reno
Mr.and Mrs. Donato Scudieri,El Cerrito

Mr. and Mrs. George E.Slevin,San Francisco
Mr.and Mrs. Lyle W.Smith,San Rafael
Mr.and Mrs. Edward P.Spalding,Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Xum H.Speegle, Salinas
Star Iron Works,San Francisco

Mr.and Mrs. Charles Stille, Tracy
Student Affairs Board

Ted's Ice Cream-Sherbert Shoppe,San Rafael
Universal Window Company,Berkeley
Webb and Rogers Drugs,San Rafael
Yellow Cab Company,San Rafael
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